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Random quotes about the course:
'Vg5, tt)l5 15 a Cla55."

"t^r^. i\a\\ 15 an guiI, satanic bdu)."

"Ob, 'caK©'...I thocigh"t" ^^^ said 'l<!<2g'i"

V)hcrf5 Vxjrong vxjitb Dlo shift, mu) trucKing head?"

^A)ho took Mu) gp©asG-4onKGu)i?"

...OK, that'5 all...M05t of thes© are duMb insids

joK©5 that DO one Vijould get so go find

the Sopor Gulu) 'page.

The tyrant behind the whole
operation.

ri
yj^-

rinis year" btougbi a new

way of 9e++i09 +he yearbooK

done. Ves, la^+ year, +he

'j+aff of +hi5 year" wa-b reciui+e.6

by various en9li5h +eachers

for' wha+ wa-D +o be called:

"VeacbooK: brade U tnolish".

Ves, yearbook was made io+o a

full, ccedil-eaioioo coucse.

Tine selec-fed lo (sooo +o be

nine) s-fudeo-fs, led by "Aj £vil

"Acs. Hall, -^e+ for+h foe vvha+

was +0 be a yeac full of

whini09, compiaioiOQ,

pcocras+ioa-fioO, and wocKloo

over+irne. Here'^a whal weVe

come up vvi+h, you'd be++er'

enjoy i+.

- ^ndlew Haus+
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Marlon Brando move
over...

Mike Orlando is

RSGC's
new Godfather.

r^

Six cast members maki

their RSGC debut!
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Hannaford recasts

himself as Principal

Copyright 1998 Georgian Productions, A. Haust Design
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The Crew Behind the Scenes

Mr. Bubb: "I wish they would warn us

about picture day."

Mrs. Cartagena: "
I love picture day. Ms. Comeau: "We're having chicken '."

Ms. Delaney: "1 don"t mind the chicken. Mr. Devereux: "1 really don't like picture

day."

Ms.Fitzpatrick:'"l'm trying losmUe.

r -^
-I

e)^L. 'Uxo

Mrs. Foster: lieh theie Mr. Fulton: I need my
Minglasses."

Mr.Cirant: "Ah retirement!

How sweet it is."

Mr. (Jiiinuaiill: Please

hurry.

'
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...Our Non-Teaching Staff K MungtTProdutlion

Mr.Humc: You kids drive mecrazy." Ms. Keresteci: "Can I help you?" Mr. Lawrence: "Tom Cruise, move

over."

Ir. McGlynn: "
I hope this picture turns Ms. Mustard: "Oh no, lunch is almost

over."

Ms. Skinner: "What a great day.

Mr. Stephens: "Wanna fight ?" Mr. Trombley: "Ah. the great outdoors. Mr. Whiteley: "Mick Jaggcr wishes he

had a voice like me."

Staff



Warning: The quotes on the next few pages contain unusually

Dr. Bryant: a Merlin look alike. Mr. Cooper: "...and then she said ..." Mr. D'Arcy : "Yeah Babv !!!!!!!'

.Mr. Denis: "Jesuis Ires Ires hcurcux." Mr.Doerk.sen: "H\ Doerksen noi Dorksoii'" Mr.Kvans: "Did hecall meshortv'.'"

"8
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:orny material and should only be viewed by immature audiences, a Dav,so„Pr„d

Mr. Fowler: You' rejoking, right??? Mrs. Hall: The students fight back. Mr.Hannaford: Somthing cold just shd down

my pants.

Fr. Hill: The Father's job is never done. ^^'^ lloldsMorth: "Why don't they have Mr. Hutchison: He's a runner up for the

rechners in the staff room?" lame smile event.

Pr.Jamieson: "Welcome to Lillyput." Mr. Kerr: "This is what I do with my spare Mr. Keenan: "What's that guy having?

time."

iUilTiH|Erf:|El0lR|Gl.lANIl|{
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Mr. Sarellas: He enjoys long walks on the Mrs. Miller:"Yo. what up ? 1 just be chillin!" Dr. Schlifer: "I told you never to disturb m)

beach. Geography books and Gymnastics. work! by the way my hand's stuck to my
head."

Mr. Love: ^ail-Ill in Mid-fidset. Mr.()rlaiid(»: setting a poore.\uniple lor

appropriate dress.

Mr. Schriener: reaches for his sandvv ich.

Mr. Muxinw: " Ha. ha, hoc. hce. vv hooh

I'm such a funny guy!
"

,\Ir. Paiilin: show ing oil his new appendage. Mr. Li'c: points lo one ol his riskier

unesiemenls, if voii kniiw what 1 mean!

10
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welcome to the land of bland

To achieve such dulhiess takes complete

dedication and daily practice of your ail.

As you can see Mr. Martin is a master.

The following photos are the blandest

candids our yearbook has to offer.

Not only do these portraits contain no

movement or expression, in some

cases the subjects seem to show no

signs of life whatsoever. The plainness

expressed in these photos is definitely

of the highest quality and, although

this may sound conceited, the

yearbook staff think they may be even

the best in the world. So without

further delay we invite you to visit

with us the land of bland.

- Simon Wilkinson

Dr. Leatch, a.k.a. Major Mild.

Mr. Rankin: BLAND Mr.McElroy: BLANDER Mr. O'Leary: BLANDEST

* Land of the Blands Annual Lame Smile Event *

This section features the winners of this year"s event, who were awareded for maintaining a lame composure whilst attempting to smile.

Mr. McMaster, 1 st place. Mr. Pengeily was a close 2nd. Mr. Reid a distant 3rd hut still first class.

Staff



Mr. Siewert: "Hey baby wanna go for a ride." Mr. Simmons: "Are you sure this guy is a Dr. Skalinski: "Does this guy ever smile."

teacher.'

lile." F

Mr. Van Herk: "Wow its sunny up here." Mr. Vil.joen: "
I could paint a better portrait Mr. Wade West: "Why won't this damb

than these." thins: open."

12



Directors The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly

!

»ir. of Athletics, Mr. Ackely; Wow I think I Dir. of the Junior School. Dr. Barlow:

lund the donuts! "Why do so many kids fear me?"

Dir. of Community Service, Mr. Cooper:

"So this is community service"

iv/
)ii.ot Library and Infonnation Services, Principal, Mr. Hannaford: "Sorry Hal can Dir. ofUniversity Admissions, Mr. Love:

drs. Hall: "What would we do without her." not come to the phone right now." "Go Giants Go."

)ir. of Everything, Mrs. Mustard: "The glue Dir.of Student Affairs, Mr. Orlando:

hat holds the place together." " DETENTION. "
Dir. of Academics. Mr. Pengelly: "My name

is not Penjelly."

T3
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thank all those in the cathedral for joining

in our special celebration of the year's end. I

vsouid like to say a special thank-you to three

colleagues who worked closely with me for

the last ten years. Dave McMaster. Gage Love
and Andrew Barlow brought me into the stream

of RSGC: served as my mentors; became good
friends: made me laugh and occasionally made
me very angry but always demonstrated a

professional commitment to the boys of St.

George's.

Just a short two weeks ago. I addressed the

Awards Assembly in our collegiate chapel. I

spoke of the rapidity of the passage of time

from September, the nervous glances of the

new students and the swagger of confidence

portrayed by the returning students. Although

time has passed quickly, much has occurred.

Today draws to a close a year that I have found

personally stressful and filled with highs and
lows - the low moment of course being at

1 1:30a.m. on November2 1 when the Principal

advised me that with the backing of the Board
of Governors. RSGC no longer needed my
services. A special bond exists between this

graduating class and me - they entered grade

four when I started at RSGC. they hopped on
the bogs of Dorset with me and soon we will

leave the College together! My special thanks

to the von Teichmans. the Lints, the Waschuks.
the Coristines and the Blanchettes as they have
had sons in the Senior School throughout my
entire ten-year tenure. As these 5? members
of the graduating class receive their diploinas,

I will have assisted 40.') young men to complete

their high school programmes.

In structuring my speech I thought back to

the only time that I took exception to the thesis

of a homily delivered by Father Peter. He
started by quoting Martin Luther King, a man
whom I admire. "I had a dream ..." Father

Peter intoned. He then suggested that nothing

was permanent - we cannot leave anvlhing

14

Prize Day Speech, June 1998
RSGC Senior School by Murray
Pengelly, Director of Academics

behind on earth that will endure the ravages of

time. I believe that every individual can give

of her or himself to others and in particular the

young people. If the seeds of your idea or

action take roots, they can grow, influence the

other person's life and may be passed on

through countless generations. This is why
many teachers enter their profession - and. by

the way. this is a selfish act as the interactions

with students, parents and alumni enrich the

teacher's life. After the chapel service. Father

Peter and I agreed that physical structures

cannot persi.st though ideas and personalities

can.

As I finish my time at St. George's, I would
like to thank the Guild, the alumni, the staff,

the parents and most of all the students for

making the school an experience-rich

community. My memories of the College are

many - some painful as we dealt with death,

violence or illness - some inspirational as we
confronted adversity - but most are happy and

pleasant as we shared and grew in all facets of

the College. Who could forget the skits in

assembly ranging from House Roller derby to

Baywatch' And the construction with the

indoor rainstorms in Mr. Rankin's Room and

my office? Or what about the passion on the

ball hockey tarmac' The thugs in the park and

the infamous "Yellow Pants"? The breakfasts

with more than 1500 people over the last five

years as we celebrated the academic excellence

of Georgians? The excitement leading up to

the Prefect elections? Or the w orst day ofeach

year, as we dealt with the devastation of the

unsuccessful candidates after the

announcement of the results? The grade 1.^

retreat to start the academic year' The father/

son or mother/son weekends? The choral

concerts with Havergal? The drama
productions from Guvs and Dolls to the

Trackers of Oxvrinchus ?

Finally. I remember the hours spent

counseling iiKli\idual students anti parents.

Helping resolve issues and encouraging th

establishment of positive goals was vei

rewarding. One phrase that I often used I

punctuate the celebration of reaching the

goals was "When you meet this target, you an

I will dance in Bloor Street." One dark day th

spring, this phrase came back at me, made m
laugh and changed the day into a great da;

Kyu Noh, a member of the graduating cias

had joined us from Korea. To support hi

university applications, he was required t

present a certain level on a standardized Englis

test. We talked and set a lofty goal for hi

pertbrmance. I concluded by saying "Whe
you get that 7.0 or higher, we will go dancin

on Bloor Street!" Kyu arrived at my offic

door and passed me an envelope. On th

outside was written "A Ticket to the Dance.

I remember thinking to myself. "What is this?

I opened the envelope and readed the results c

the English test. Kyu had met the goal and ha

turned my phrase into his personal declaratio

of success. Boy. did that change my day int

a great day!

And so. I say good bye to RSGC today,

have been profoundly influenced by you.

know that my influence will continue to be fel

at the school. Every time you reach fo

obtainable goals, every time you get involvei

in a balance of activities, every time yoi

manage your study time, every time you holi

a door open for others, every time you use th<

"yes sir" phrase, every time that you usi

appropriate diction and every time believe ii

your ability to improve you will demonstrati

some of my influence on you.

Today is an end and a beginning. An end t(

the school year for us all and the end ofour sta}

at RSGC for some hut a beginning for all. Le

us celebrate the accomplishments of the \99'

- ys school year and give a heailfell sendoff t<

our graduating class. Thank you.

Staff



Members of the Board of Governors,

lonoured guests, fellow colleagues, parents,

lumni, students, and grads... the end of the

'ear... a year that was symbolic in so many

vays. A year that was exciting, traumatic,

•ventful, and ultimately successful. A year

hat has seen change, and a year that will

lopefully pave the way for a prosperous

uture at RSGC, has come to an end.

Ne can dwell on accomplishments, we can

lefend past actions, we can be optimistic

ibout the future, but this is a time for

etlection, to give thanks and to think

rarefully about the past year. I can't be

)resumptuous, but I know there have been

nany lessons learned. The educational

)rocess was complete.

So to the RSGC community, and all the

mportant lessons. Thank You. To the Guild,

udith and Charlene, you have allowed me to

;xpress myself, you have listened, and you

lave proven to be a voice for many issues. We
lave such a strong Guild and 1 hope it is never

aken for granted. To all the founders, and to

ill my predecessors, and to all the rest, thank

/ou for your continued interest. It helps to

Tiake our school so special, and it is quite a

ribute to you, that this school got to where it

s. Please never lose sight of this fact. Yes.

here are changes and yes I believe them to be

mportant, but my commitment is to hold on

o all of the important traditions and beliefs

/ou have. To this goal. 1 pledge my never

ending commitment.

Thank you Board of Governors. Russ

Robertson, you have demonstrated just how

ffective a board can be. You have

:hallenged, and you have been constructive.

Your support has helped move this school

forward. So much has happened and it

frustrates me when I think people do not truly

understand how dedicated you all are.

To the alumni, outgoing president David

Gordon and incoming president Graham

jHunt. you have graduated from a special

Principal's Address

Prize Day, June 1998

Hal Hannaford

place. Your belief and enthusiasm for the

"Georgian Spirit" and tradition never ceases

to amaze, and I promise, we are going to turn

this alumni into the most vibrant and effective

group the independent school system has

seen.

To all you parents, you have given us your

trust and you have been there for your sons. A
school works best when a true feeling of

cooperation exists between home and school.

We are getting there and your belief in the

value of an education for your sons is so

important.

To the staff, all I can say is that it has been

quite an adventure. You have endured,

struggled, supported, and above all committed

to the higher cause of RSGC that keeps

everyone going. We all have learned from

each other. We are lucky to have a staff that

are second to none. The scary part is they are

getting better and better.

To my family. Susan and Alisse and Reid.

thanks. With this thanks 1 extend my deepest

gratitude to the families of all our staff.

Balance of life is a true legitimate struggle. I

believe as a school we must be committed

towards understanding balance, and support

that quest by allowing staff to maintain happy

lives. I'll try to do a better job Susan.

Murray Pengelly. Thanks. Thanks for the

legacy you left at RSGC. teaching us that

warmth, empathy, and understanding have a

crucial place within education. Thank you for

reminding us that students do grow and

change and that we should never give up. That

will be your legacy and I promise to do my
best to uphold this in every way.

Finally, to the students and graduating class.

Thank you for all you have done. Teaching me

that students don't enjoy being taken for

granted, and the reminder that communication

can never be underestimated along with the

treatment of people. A little respect goes along

way. Believe me. your example is something I

will remember for a long time.

Quite a year, quite a school. To the

graduating class it is a tradition to offer some

sort of parting advice. Your high school

career is finished. Your next adventure is

beginning and all I can hope is that you take

something from RSGC that will help carry

you through all the ups and downs.

Remember the importance of a lack of

pretentiousness, and that there is much pride

in being able to accomplish more with less.

Respect and manners will carry you far.

Earlier in the year. Mrs, Keresteci came across

a letter to new boys, written in 1969 by Jack

Wright. The letter describes what it means to

be a Georgian. "We expect you to maintain

the highest standards of personal honesty and

truthfulness. We expect you to respect the

privilege you have inherited. We expect you

to act with a sense of responsibility towards

the interest of the community. We expect you

to display good manners. We expect you to be

considerate to the feelings of others. We
expect you to participate in as many activities

as possible." Good advice from a great

educator.

One last message, gentlemen, a simple

request, listen to your mothers. Moms tend to

talk occasionally as though they reside in

some fourth dimension, but they believe in

you. and what they say tends to make sense

and is usually in your best interests. In

particular, they will tell you to look after

yourselves and focus on a balance. A balance

between work and play. Keep listening, they

will help you achieve this precious element.

So to all, happy summer. To the class of '98.

go forth and make us all look good, we are all

behind you. we are all proud of you and we are

all confident the future will shine bright.

Remember your school, it gave you much and

you gave much in return.

Good luck and God bless.

15
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The Board Of Governors

From Lett: Back: Mr. Whiteley, Mr. Kerr, Mr Taylor, Mr. Robertson, Mr. Jones, Ms

Youngman. Mr. Hannaford, Mr. McCord. Front: Ms Cook-Bennett, MsParisi,

Ms. Riley, Mrs. Beadon.

The Old Boys/Alumni
...once again the old boys put on a number of fantastic events for alumni and g;

this year's Georgians the benefit of their insight on CareersDay and of their sportsmans

at the annual hockey/basketball challenge.

Incoming Alumni Prcsiilciit Graham Hunt The Old Boy's Dinner

mTFi'



^Ine LjuIIci

Mr. Sarellas: "The Guild

Luncheon is hke Christmas

^ne Ljiiild (L.xecutii'e:

/-asl I" reiiaent-aJLinda iKooinSon

[' residenl- ^iiailli Ljtlinaii IKubeS

I sl Uice I' resident- cJ-e.slie I'i'a/erJ

2na Uice f- resident- L-liartene C^nfield

iKecordinn J^ecretaru- L^loriana ^ield

treasurer- I lancii Kiteii

The Guild kept us clothed and fed at the Dragon's

Lair, helped our parents shop for holiday gifts at

the Poinsetta Fair and treated staff to another great

end of the year lunch. This page is dedicated to all

the moms in the Guild who do so much to make

RSGC the great place it is.

Judith Baldry presenting a

retirement gift to Mr. McGlynn
at the Guild -Staff Luncheon.

Irs. Loveand Mrs.Pang working hard at Mr. Pengelly with Charlene Enfield, incoming

e poinsettia sale. PresidentandJudithGiImanRubes,outgoingPresident.

The New Parents Dinner

CSSJ^^^^
":s

TITffi-^^Mohl^I'HNlIII
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Careers Day

Sports Night

Dinner Dance

Pub Nights

Golf Day

Prize Day

Family Day

Campus Reps

Grad Reception

University Guide

Career Services

job Postings

Networking

www.rsgc.on.ca

Congratulations to the class of 1998

You are now Old Boys of RSGC, joining an

energetic and ambitious alumni network that

exists to meet your needs. Wherever life takes

you, you can count on hundreds of other

Georgians in the Association to smooth the

journey.

The RSGC Association exists to serve the

students and graduates of a unique and special

school. When you need help, turn to us first.

When you have questions, ask us first. When

you want good people to work with, try us

first. We're your Association.

Royal St. George's College Association
cA) Royil St. Georges College. 120 Howlind Avenue. Toronto. Omirio M5R 3D5 Ph:(416) 533-3968 FAX: (416) 533-0028
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SIuJ^hL

...still the same whiny,

loud

little punks they've ^

always been...

now with the right to ,

buy their way out of
j

detention <i

...uptight due to rules

ctually being enforced

this year

^1 -&^^

.i

\

^.\'

' tg

WfT

4^
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Valedictory Address

Thank you Mr. Hannaford,

Board of Governors, staff,

students, and families.

This is a moment I have

been waiting for, for a long time.

And although I have never been

sure of what I would say when it

finally arrived, in my own head

the sentiments of this speech have

played through a thousand times,

often without any words at all.

But this presents somewhat of a

challenge, because the more I

think about the impact this school

has had on every person who has

been involved with it, the less I

think one person can properly

estimate its value.

A long time ago I came to

St. George's for the first time. Of

course, how long 1 have been

here— how long any of us have

been here, is almost irrelevant.

Because it only took me one day

... one day to realize what seven

years have confirmed; that this

school is where I belong. Many
of us today have reached the point

in our lives where we belong

somewhere else, and we have to

move on. But that doesn't mean

that part of us won't always

belong here; maybe not

20

Students

physically, buton some other level.

Nor does it mean that part of the

school won't always be with us.

Because really all that is happening

here today is that St. George's is

moving into anew role in our lives.

It's going from where I am, to how
1 got where I am. But grads, as we

move on, realize that although part

of us may forever remain behind,

now is the time torus to say good-

bye. And I urge each of you not

to miss that opportunity to say

good-bye to this place. Find a

way. The fact that I have this

chance has made this one of the

proudest and happiest moments

of my life.

What this school means to

me is so far beyond my own
writing abilities that all I can hope

at the end of this speech is for yoi

to feel the tiniest fragment ofwha

I'm feeling right now. And i

someone does understand hov

I'm feeling now, then maybe the]

could explain it to me, because

can't figure it out. Here I an

trying to find the words for ;

departure from a family that

know I can never return to.

don't think Hallmark makes ;

card that does justice to tha

occasion, and it's allnew territor

for me.

For seven years now
although students and teacher

have come and gone, I've walke

down the same halls, stared at th

same blackboards, and dialed i

the same digits on m
combination lock. The entir

experience has had an air c

permanence and consistenc

which, along with everything I' v

learned and gained, has mad

today possible, and at the verl

same time, painfully difficult. /

this point, perhaps all we can sa;

is good-bye and thank you, a

hail and farewell!

Last month I got a summoi

in the mail that said I'd bet

chosen forjury duty. To be hone



: didn't seem to make too much

ense to me, because here I was

ist a high school student, and all

f a sudden, without warning, I

/as being thrown right into the

rials and tribulations of

dulthood. I was excused from

le jury duty because it was

±eduled to take place during

nal exams, but it hit me that this

/ould be the last time high school

^ould overrule the cormnitments

f real life.

I guess the road is full of

lese sign posts, warning us not

) assume that our path will be a

raight one. Right now, just as

we get our speed up, we ' re making

asharptum. Butwe're not carrying

maps; we can't guarantee that the

turn will take us in the directionwe

want to go. We're going to take it

anyway, though, because what I

do know is that the road goes on,

and any destination that we reach

will be one that was well worth the

trip.

Today we're notjust leaving

something behind, we're facing a

new challenge. Each one of us is

being challenged to look at

ourselves, and discover: are we

better men than when we came

here? Will the future continue to

make us better, through our

successes and our failures? Have

we realized the power of

friendship, and the value of

ourselves? Have we been

inspired? Can we inspire? Are

we prepared to lead? Are we

prepared to follow? Are we

searching for a career, or striving

for a character? Ladies and

gentlemen, on behalf of the 1998

graduating class of Royal St.

George's College, I am proud to

accept that challenge. Thank you

very much.

Alastair Kellet

Head Prefect



I would like to thank my parents for their support through all of the ups and

downs my life took Lib. Tori, JJ. (Montana/Teya/Pepsi). Thank you to the

teachers who helped along the way mainly Mr. Latimer. Mr. Pengelly and

Mr. Rankin you all helped guide me through some rough times. John we

survived its been a blast (UCC to Uni), M.E.M. thank you for everything

you have ever done for me. Mike K up down we gone all around ride on

J.P.B. thanks for everything Ryan thanks for the trips both real and induced

Steve and Rusty thank u. Collingwood will never be the same for all the

others who influenced my life in one way or another thank you casting a

golden light no dress rehearsal, this is our life. "It's easy to find a logical

and virtuous reason for not doing what you don 7 want to"- J. Steinbeck

"There is a fine line between clever and stupid. "- Spinal Tap

Michael Barnicke

When I started here in grade 7 "I was as confused as a baby in a topless

bar!" Through the years Tve made many friends and had a blast. THANX.
Mom. Dad. Matt. KT, You guys were always there for me. & I hope you'll

survive without me! To all the teachers THANX! Things to remember...

GRAD TRIP. Bryant's chalet & Jamie's, Ski Days. The R.S.G.C. Three.

B&T boyz. Tech Crew. CAMP. JP. Missy Love, Jamie,Andrew.Robyn,

Roman, Choda,John,Brad,Amanda x2. Jeffy G., H.C. , R.S.G.C & CAMP.
Folks this is it Bye!

"Nothing in Particular and Evetything in between is what you mean to nw.
"

-Shawn Calvin

'Friends are like fire. Burn brightly; sputter then die. Waiting for the next

match. Let us all cany matches, so that none ofourfriendships may ever die.
"

-Me "Mind whatyou have learned. Save you it can. "-YodaAndy BeadOIl

Well, the Blanchette dyna.sty at Royal St. George's College is over! It is truely

the end of an era. The past seven years here have been a great thrill for me.

Now, as I look back, on the verge of graduation, I can recall many great

memories; NYC, Senior Soccer #9 (Ottawa, Hamilton and Montreal) Mr.

Evans why did you ever play me in defence? Ball Hockey "The Sport of

Champions". March in Barbados- feelin irie. eh? Dances/Semis. Quebec-B52.

Chem- the hardest course you'll ever lake, gambling with my addicted friends

- Champ are you broke yet? Thanks to all the staff for their knowledge and

support. Especially Coop, Doc, Fr. Peter. Mr. Hannaford, Mr. Love and J5.

Thanks to the boys: Al. Miran, Marc. Carr. Ale,\. Rob. Harish and Marcel. Best

nf luck to all the "QSGrads! Most of all thanks to Mike. Nick. Drew. Mum and

Dad for their endless love and support. It's been a blast! Si> goodbye and

thanks R.SGC.

'Lifi''<. Inifsl luippinc.s.s i\ foiiiul in tin- fru-iidsliii>s u < imik,' tili'iit; ihc u in
"

Unknown Phillip Blanchettc

It's been seven great years at RSGC. To the Six, great thanx, you guys ha\e

made life interesting: BBQAVater-fighis. Magic, Mac's at 3am, 2:0.3, Oklahoma, a- ,- »
doo-doo-doo-doo, record fights (walkies!), Dudj's knee, Chris's hat. Cheech\ ^

•''«

large Taco Bell pop. Ken's fridge, Dan's shantee-town, & my apparent nudit\ rf

all made for a great time. Alexis & Rohinetle: things we will never speak ot

it's all fun and games... Mount Pleasant road-bathroom. Such cool stuff o\o

the years. Colorado (the videos). Apex (S-s-s-spidermanI & Banff (Mi

Cooper falling asleep while driving lo Black Sabbath). Thanx to all the stalt

The Colonel. Mr. Holdsworth (are you my lather.'). Mr. Love (Egypt forever')

Mr. Cooper (temoin), Mr.Kcenan (dashing and daring), the Nak, Mrs. Miller

Mr. Timm. Mr. Siewert. & thanx to those not mentioned. Finally, to the Prefect

(12). good times: BoG +Aluinni dinners, dinner parties (Nick & me), thi

dances, Bryant BBQs. Sedge (Sartre), Kelly - "That ain't Caswell, that ain't tin

man we shot!". Elliot (Renault), the walk home tiom Nick's B-Day. for all thi

good times, I only wish we'd clicked sooner

James Boake
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A passage in my life has ended. Tomorrow another one begins... but rwill

always have the memories... Horseshoe Valley. P.R., KGER@KC, B in G
R, DR+20, Tues. Nites. Sports, PartyP.. U.W.L. Thanx Mom, Dad, Syd, J.S,

SW, Da Boyz (J.J,B,A), Lexi. fellow p's: JL, MK, RM, EH, PB, RS, JB. J.S.

DR, AK. & NY. Hey there BM. AB, CH. HM, SC. MB, & Girls: MD, MG,
BH, JS, LT. CA, MC, The Teachers, and RSGC.

See you around Andrew Bryant

Well I guess I have to do the diplomatic thing and thank my mom, dad,

David,Martin, and all other people in my family who helped me get

through fifteen years of school. Many things happened in these years

that 1 enjoyed very much and that I'll probably remember for at least a

couple more months. I'd also like to give props to the following places/

events that gave me a new perspective on life: Mindin,Niagara "B.S.""

Chicago"Not to shabby",Montreal "Chewing gum goods".

Westmorland, New York, Washington, Viareggio. I'd also like to thank

the following friends for helping me through my adventures in school:

l.W.,G.C.,B.V.,J.M.,W.D.,R.R.,M.M.,C.H.,R.S.,J.S.,P.B..J.L.,all

members of U-16 and SR. Volleyball,U-16 and SR. Hockey,U-16 and

SR. Softball, rd also like to thank my coaches, most of my teachers.

#99,#88,#10,#23, Don Cherry and Ron McLean for the billions of

H.N. in C. "No matter how boring something is there might just he a

lesson in it.- Marc Burronl
I've been at St. George's since grade eight and what a great six years it's

been. There's been ups and downs but it's been an exciting ride. Filled with

fond and not so fond memories that will be with me forever. Thanks to the

guy s( you know who you are), all the school trips: Washington (sign under

bed-yes, we've looked under here too!). New York (Ryan next time

remember which bed you sleep in. ). and all the other trips, disappearing for

9 months( sorry guys). So Alexis anything interesting happen to you

today?! No. why not?!, grad trip ( That's what the washroom is for and

nobody can sweat that much). Thanks again everybody and I'll never forget

you guys. =)

Dan Campbell

Thanx to all those who helped me through my 9, (NINE?) years at St.

George's, and filled them with memories I hope to never forget. Thanx to

my family for their love, support, and friendship. My friends, who have

been with me for all the times, good, great, and bad, you will never be

topped. My boys, Pete. Soupy, Brett, all the times we spent relaxing. Al,

Sedge(Bio), Mulv, Alexis, Yap. our whole damn grade, it was all about the

people, you guys ruled. Montreal and the year I spent there in 4 days,

fighting in the street, the stankiest room, and all the other stories. Dominican,

fruity tooty, craziness. Al. GO TIME! ! ! ! ! New York, Washington. All the

teachers who have been so amazing, especially Mr.Love. (thanx so much
Gage), D'Arcy, Latimer, the Jr. School crew. All the after school hockey,

basketball and football, with friends. Thanx to everyone who helped me
have a such a good tmte. Later

gj^^^^ Cook-Roffey
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It's hard to try and sum up one's life for the last ten years in just a

few lines. It's been an amazing last year and last ten years. So many people

teachers and staff made it possible.So many memories are brought back.

Mr. Morgan and his amazing fourth grade, topsy turvy and the

archaelogical digs. Mr. McElroy offering to throw us out the window, the

China trip. Birkett and his amazing stories of Egypt and his little jokes "B.O.

Stu. time for a pit stop". And of course Mr. Hutchison and his antics on life.

Moving on to the seinor school. I got to meet Mr. Schreiner. comedian. Mr.

Paulin the jolly frenchman. Mr. Timm and his advice on life and love. Mr.

Pengelly who would always be there to listen, and of course Mr. D' Arcy and

incredible calc. class. Thanx to the school and everyone who made up a part

of my life for the last ten years. Thanx esp. to Mr. Pengelly for always being

a friend, and I am extremely sad to see you leave. I wish you the best of luck,

and I'll never forget where my roots are.

Stu Corstine

I've spent roughly .'i.440 hours in transit to and from this school.

WHY? Because I found my niche. To all those who felt

disrespected. I meant it. To all those who felt respected, be confident

in my sincerity. Things will never change unless you stick it to the

man every once in a while. I've been happy while attending RSGC.

and I'll be happy to leave.

Tom D'Arcy

Well It's the end of a decade. Still rememt)er the junior school ... scary! ! The ringing out of the

bathing suits. Was that really necessary' A lifer. A steward. How did 1 pull that off? Now for the

customary redundant thanx to the unit for ;ill the crap they put up with and for putting up the

big bucks for pnvate school. Also thanks to my sis and of counic the dog : Digger. Thanx to :

Martin( skunk). Ken . Dave (sex kitten). Anthony, Suds. Minin, Dan, Simon , Levine(Stick

With James! ). and others but the list is already too long. Thanx to these teachers: Mr. Keenan,

Dr. Leatch. IVIr Rankin, Mr. Lxjve. Fr. Peter and Mr. Cooper(U made house league so awesome)

. Memories; New Yorklthe window scenes). Snow Jam, semi gr. 12, dances, lip synchs, the

infamous dtKU-drama, pissing off the homies. the Loretto chix, the numerous detentions

incuired. ;ind a lot of bad stuff that I engaged in with Martin :ind Kendry. Oh yeah, my fav. Gr.

12 buds in Gulya.s ;ind Davisonllron Head). And of course the sports teams: hockey te;im \\
tennis teamX3. ba.seball team, and houseleague. Cant ball hockey domination- win another one

for mc! JJs and Dana, Etc. HIGH SCHOOL SUX WHEN YOUR ILLITERATE. BRAIN

DEAD AND NEUTERED!!! Remember boys it's billed to your account!!!

rmu2l ce}mtr\Ji)(itaU«i\Al(m'lhi(n\hn\vUnewlhi(ll)>iiluli>uttUn', SI\iUuU\isaUiz\midclkcUL\simet^^^^

M\ nummiy 's cm Valium she '.v .m ineffectual ... Ain 'l life a nmlen
"

-Bud Reliyiim

"ll'\ up to m to CW.SS the houitditties. to break the walls, to unlm-k the hearty and to open the niuuls"

- Unkm
vsellnnd,

David- "Brad Pitt"-Hardly- D'Onofrio,

Well guys, what can I say? Has it been nine years ;ilready '.' Time sure does fly. I guess I jiisi

wanna say thanks to all the friends I've met. KW. JB. FL.QL. MH. DM. AD, CO'K, and tlu-

NS.S Crew. You guys always made the days go by so much faster. More tlianks gix-s out to

the grads, staff, c;irctxikcrs, those Lunch Ladies. Mi's. Mustiud for all those detentions, Phillip

Demos (Love 'yer ice cream man!), -Stan (Keep those Patties nice ;md hot!), my l(K'kcrs tor

every year in RSGC (except the second floor lixkers I had in grade's 1 1 and 12), ;uid flnally

,

the washrtxmis. Big time thanks goes out to my mom forgiving me this chance to go toaschixij

tilled with weirdcxrs, more th;inks to dail for keeping me on the light track. ;uid finally. e\eii

more tlianks to my brother for being the givatest hrother/fnenil ;uiyonc could possibly ask for

From here I guess it' son to bigger and belter tilings I a\illy;un going to miss waking up at (r^O

111 hang iiround you guys, you don't knov\ how much you all mean to inc. My space seems lo

be ninning out so I guess I'll wrap this thing up. I wish all those in the Graduating Class of UMS

kick and tonunc, and tlic occasional hangover. Well, I guess the legacy of Cheech dies liciv.

but there's always my bmtlier!P..S. I still think Iheiv sliouKI Iv .i si.ituc erected in iiicmnii.Mii lo

the legend thai is Cheech! Tliat would be givat! Justin "CheCCll" EstaciOIl Mk
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Well my three year term in maximum security at Royal St. Georges Penitentiary

are finally complete, I may now freely walk past the iron gates caging me from the

park homies". Instead of subsidising to write in typical graduate format,

expressing laughably artificial appreciation to the few people who will fit in my

brief quote. I will chart new ground and be Honest(Wooah!). First and foremost

I must extend my most insincere gratitude to the administration. ..High school just

would not have been complete without your narrow minded nepotism and

uncalled for suspensions ... there is nothing like acting unjustly to teach a kid right

from wrong. Though it may not be apparent in this quote I am not altogether

resentfiil of my RSGC experience, amongst the multinjdes there were a select few

who in my opinion stood out as true people of character, these people with

obvious dedication and care for both tlieir profession and their saidents, most

prevailent in my mind. Mr. Viljoen, Mr. D' Arcy and Father Hill. Sorry no more room

therefore. Farewell and so long.

Fartin'Martin Farkas

It's been seven years since I started at RSGC.The years have gone by

quickly and I guess they're right when they say time flies when you're

having fun. 'They" also say that these will be the best years of my life .

I want to believe them I really do. It's hard to imagine that I could have any

more fun while pretending to learn something. I would like to thank all

those responsible for making these years so amazing. Thanks to Mom.

Dad and siss, thanks to my friends, Mulv, Simon. Peter. Dan and my

double-fisted buddy and all the rest of you, you're the best. Thanks to all

my teachers and all the staff Memories: Quebec; The Princess, The Bull

Dog. The bullets.NewYork; nothing smells better than THC in the morning,

dances semis, parties and of course the D.R. thanks for everything.

Brett Grantham

I would like to start by just getting the thank you's outta the way. First and foremost my

mommy and daddy. Without them I would not be here, and without their constant

nagging and caring I would not have made it here. My grandma- the next closest person

to me. My homies- DJ kink. Master Fran. Cheech (MMD Forever). Paralysis.

Schellekens. Benny(we are gonna get ya). Harish. and all the other people that have

made my sLx years here memorable. The teachers- Mr. Coppert Austin). Dr. Ska. Nak.

V.H.. Mr. D'Arcy. and Mi". Pengelly for their guidance and support. And of course Ms.

Mustard. I will try to keep up my habit forever?! All my friends from all over: Fredrik.

Abhaya. Jacky, Kevin, Wahei, Chu. Guil and all other guys I forgot to mention. RSGC"

has provided me with a good foundation from which the rest of my life can build on.

Whatever I do from now on (hopefully it's gonna be all good) I have this place to th;mk

for hommeshan. hansolo, MC. MC . kato(and all other variation). Bmce.

hananiiuichinge. Asiangangsta I think that's all.Posse out!!!

Mark Han

What can I say? It's been fun. I'll nii.ss all of ya. I can't say I've learned a

lot at RSGC but the friends I have made will last forever. Mr. P. you '11 always

be the principle in my heart. I'm not gonna single out great times because

there's been so many. See ya soon.

John Hankinson
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RSGC has given me four great years. First off. thanks to my parents, jaba. spanky . kel.

bn. hoi. Thanks to coaches: Hockey- Muxlow. O'Leary. Lee- none of you guys could

ever put one by me. Soccer: Evans- National Finals, two good years, a couple of

differences. Tennis: Woodbury and Coop. All my other coaches. 1 want to thank:

Ack. VH. D'Arcy. Hannaford. Kerr. Pengelly. Rankin. Keenan. Miller. Big O. Hall.

Hill. Paulin. The GLOVE- "Nonfood wide right." you're lucky... NIXON you're

finished, keep vulturin you belong on D. HABRO you F.L.I sitting over the riffraff,

sharkio. ojc. hercules. CHAMP time to refuel, pitt. walsh- I am walsh. ROB dissin

KriPItOR. the drawings, the jokes, good times, bowmans. thanks bud. XALA imean

LALEX imean ELAX imean ALEX the drives, how can you take all that? good times,

jackass. MIRA the skidds, the cross. MARC hockey, the rides. Kripitor. SCRRUDDS
mine and habro's jockey- you'll sign.AL soccer, whitney p.s the best ever, others:

Spouge. JL. Tu,\. Roniario. Ratson. the snake. QL. AK. EH. ABry. Ken Fat C.T. AL.

PL. Tsu-Tsu. Jaba 3:16 the stunner. Grapes. HCarey. Swine- oinkin. PANDA-
chinaloo. VC after 1 1. Silver in Hamilton, the benchings. the semi's: CS. ALIGP. the

incident. NY. 90210, 80 shots a game, rubber bruises, leafs, bills games, rattler, etc.

Ebu get your things we're leaving. Thanks all. CSiVT Hstch

Looking back at high school I'm convinced that life was on fast forward the whole time.

WERE DID ALL THAT TIME GO!!!!!! At the top of my Thank You List are my

unceasingly supporting parents who always knew what was best for me. I'm eternally

grateful. To the fantastic staff at RSGC you will never understand how much your

wisdom and enthusiasm has moulded me as a person. Mr. D'Arcy. thanks for going out

of your way to make sure I made the right choices. Dr. Skalinski. thanks for the

discipline you have instilled in me for I have truly mastered the art of cramming. Mr.

Love, ball hockey will never be the same without you. Mr. Cooper and Mr. Thombury.

those late night ping pong sessions were a blast. To the 98-99 graduating class (Best

grade in the school!), I wish I was there with you guys it would have been a fun year.

To SH. thanks for always being there for me. AK, you have totally redefined the word

friend ( MOM ). JL. are you sure we're not twins? We sure think alike. DM. I gladly step

down as chairman of the fax machine board. JE. you gave me the only other reason to

use the internet. To the rest ofyou guys (MP,DH,MA,AD.BS.MB... I there's not enough

room on this page but there's a whole lota room in my heart. Peace. fldyQCIl llO.

I would like to thoroughly thank the follow ing people for making me who I am. shaping

me into what you see. and influencing me in how 1 think: Miles Davis, Thelonius Monk,
Charlie Parker. Dizzy Gillespie. Art Tatum. John Lee Hooker. Lightning Hopkins. Bob
Dylan, Bob Marley. Otis Redding. Ray Charles. Ben Harper. The Stones. The Beatles.

Led Zeppelin. Camp Lo. Wu-Tang. B I G.. Andre Braugher and Anthony Mason.

I u ould also like to thank the places that have show n me what living is not only because

I want to. but because that's the way you do things: Ballroom Grossman's. TTC. Ed
Sullivan's NY LA TO CH MT(the month I spent there one weekend)NO. Paris. China

and everywhere else.

Finally. I would like to thank the people who have crossed my path, and who will always

be on for the ride: my parents my sister my family my teachers my cabdrivers my
bartenders to all the boy s( you know who you are ! ) thank you, to all the ladies( you know
who you are!) thank you. Camp Allsaw Crew Frankland Crew RSGC. Crew
Riverdale/Broadview-Danforth Crew

"Good food, good music and good women. ..it's all you need in life

Elliot Hughes

Any attempt to summarize everything that has happened to me in the last six years

would truly be a futile attempt. There are simply so many things to say and so few-

words lo say them with. But I will never forget some things: Mom. Dad. and Rudi:

the Abrahams and Ansteys for having me over every weekend: the emo-girl in NYC;

.ill those grads who tried to beat me up (but I beat thetii up); indoor football in the

Montreal hotel; indoor football in the Ottawa hotel; the Spice Girls; the Asian

^ Invasion, my Chinese gang that will one day take over the world; the boys and girls in

i Rivcrdale; Amr's phone calls evei^ hour, on the hour; the Great Canadian Bagel.

Bagelworks. and Hamishe Bagel; and latenight-Vishna for lending an ear when I

needed one. Ihaiiks for the memories.

Many thanks to Schreiner. D'Arcy. the Doctor. Ralley-Keenan (knouii toi his

stamina on-court). and all the rest tor keeping mc in line. Thanks for e\eiylhing

RSGC. Rock on.

' Please note the disuse of a lame quote from a rock song. DavidHwang
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Where do I start? I've had the time of my life here, boys! There are some specific

memories, though: month-long weekend in Montreal w. Elliot, Nick, Simon. Mike,

and no less than one assassin; grade ten BF"s w. Nick and Sedge; NYC (cancel the t-

shirts!!); prefect initiation (180 proof!?!): DR (Go-time, beach brawl); head-shaving

on soccer tourneys; what's not to love about this place?Still. there' s a lot of people who

have really made it all great. My family, first of all; Tu.\. the best friend I've ever had.

All of the teachers, with special thanks to Mr. D' Arcy (that" s right. I'm his advisee! ! ).

HH. JRL. GL. Nak. Coop. ET; you guys showed me what character is. And the boyz

— Nick. Elliot. Harish. Rob. Sedge. Simon, and the rest— I love you all. Remember:

"The spark of life is not gain, nor is it luxury. The spark of life is movement, colour,

love; and furthermore, if you really want to enjoy life, you must work quietly and

humbly to realize your delusions of grandeur." — Mark Helpnn

Alastair Kellet

"I came, I saw, I caused Issue,

and filled 'em all in"

Michael Kelly

•With fear it's all or nothing. Either, like any bullying tyrant, it rules your life with a

stupid blinding omnipotence, or else you overthrow it. and its power vanishes in a puff

of smoke. It is driven by something much more straight forward: the simple need to get

on with your life. 1 stopped being afraid because, if my time on earth was limited. 1

didn't have a second to spare for funk." - S.R.

Cascading memones colliding through my mind. Resting in space at this point

in time. Experiences within, catastrophes not without. Proceeding in life, no second

guesses. I am not afraid of the past but ready for what the future will bring.

Thanks to all who have supported me along the way. Especially my Mom. Dad.

Rachel. Robert. Oma. Opa. Grandma. Grandpa. Nicky. Mike Harding. Mr. Pengelly.

Mr. Timm. Mr. Latimer. Father Hill. Dr. Leatch. and Mr. Orlando.

BDB - TKC - 8 - R.I.P. Robert

Anthony Kingsley

On May 2 1 . 1980. a baby boy opened his eyes for Ihe firsl lime in a hospital bed in Beirut. Lebanon, That day

marked the beginning of his boy "s good fortune for. watching over him. were two of the most gentle, generous,

honest and loving people on the face of the planet. On June 29. 1982 a baby girl was bom who would annov

and pester the baby boy but unloiowingly sene as one of his best fnends. On September 15. 1994. those two

loving people sacrificed everything so that the baby boy could enjoy and benefit from four of the most awesome

yearsof his life.If you haven't already figured it out. that baby boy was me. the two gentle and wonderful people

were my parents, the baby girl was my sister and those awesome years were the RSGC years. I could tell you

why they were such a blast but I'm selfish and I want keep those wonderful memones all to myself What I will

tell you is that the credit for those years doesn't belong to the spectacular athletic facilities, or ultra-high tech

computers or student parking or gourmet lunch program, but to the people whom I had the honor of labeling

friends and family. It seems wrong to reduce those people to initials, but 1 couldn't bribe Mrs. H. into giving

me more space, so here goes; Thank you Mr. D. Mr. P. (for doing more than you can ever imagine I. Dr. S. (both

of you I. Mr. S. (lingua latina vivit). Mr. T.. Mr, L., Mr, Love (sir. you're the best). Mrs. M. (both of you I. Mr.

O. Mrs, H. . Mr, C (I still owe you a lunch and a ping pong toumamentl. MP (yes Pop that's you I. JL (PG at

10 oclockl. HH (sheeya sheeya). DIZZY (call me). DM (you'll go far it doesn't mailer how). Coach T,. Father

Squash (Nando' s one day I. SN,. MB,, rjtmel ( someone I always looked up to). Dad (I stuck my courage to the

sticking place ). JH ( the boat never was bow heavy ). Mom ( I need to wnte a book to begin to thank you ). Hania

(put this yearbook away when you're finished with it). Nona and everyone else, Dad. vou were right "If vou

think education is expensive, try ignorance." That's all folks. AniF KFOnfoI

.S-^^

111 I iTlHlEi iGiLioiRkTTiTqiTTTTT
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Well, what an incredible decade. So much to remember. Thanx Jen ( + fam),

Trake. Vess, Megs, Karo, Kare, Simon (1 lyrs), Brett (for keeping secrets —
London), Soup (Snoph chat+ ), Mulv, Erica, my fam (MAL. CCL, AIK, PAL,

T, Biss), Archilochus, Medski, Stefco, JohnSCampbell, JohnnyO, JaGo.

JohnDyer & Brock (Scolg); KFK, Select, SKI (PeteD, SarLa) & co., Jodi, An-

drea, Soph, Riva, Margo, KatieS, KatieH, dbanz, Dominican (Luis', gamblin',

suds). Van.. TripWeeks (Quebec!!), DaveyD & Davey R, MikeK, Sedge, PeteK,

Jojo, Editing & the movie (Rob, fish, the bomb — thanx Boaker!), Raz and

PMF, JJs, CT, daclick, HP, anyone I've left out — all my friends, all my teachers

... I love u all. Thanx!!! Thank you RSGC!! Thanks everyone! It's all fun and

games till someone loses an eye. Keep in touch! Love is Trust. Trust is Power.

Alexis Levine

Thank you RSGC for giving me so many great memories and for helping me

build myself as a young adult. Thank you Fr. Hill, Coop, Mr Love, Mr P, Mr

H, and everyone else who looked out for me during my years at St. George's.

Of course to my partners in crime. Si, Brett, Soupy, Ryan, Sedge, Tim, Rob, Q-

Ball . . . etc . . . etc. (This is to my grade. One Love). Of course thanks to my
family. Mom, Dad, my sisters, Ta and Biss, my Bro who was there ever step of

the way. along with everybody else who supported me during my life so far.

Blue-Tang Clan FOREVER! Some memories: NY(uptown baby). Quebec,

Washington, Mu-Tang, Demented Headz, ski trip, semis; "get off of me", par-

ties at my place, "both hands please", honky, "fruitti tutti". Lip-sync, wrestling

matches, and everything else. I'll never forget you. I feel so young, then why

am I so old?

"Can't nobody hold me down" P. Diddy

Peter Levine

Leaving RSGC after eight years, I leave behind a part of me. But it won't go

forgotten. Classes where the teachers were some of the "guys", sports, trips

(Mtl. x3, N.O, Chi, NY), crazy parties at the Bryants' chalet (thanks to Mr. &
Mrs.), semis of goodness. D.R. "ISSUES!" Mad props have to go to Mom &
Dad for sending a little kid into the best years of his life, and to Kev for not

beating that kid too often. Boyz, I now know that friends mean everything.

Thanks to Draz, Beads, Elli, Pasta (Fabritz), Sedge, Kelly, Euro, HP, Yaps, and

Boake. Big ups to Danny Mac, Matty B, and Dr. J for the best ball ever. Thanks

go to all the beautiful ladies, and to Meg for being so much better. To JRL for

making RSGC great, and to HH for keeping it. To all the teachers, thanks for

the essays, the numbers, and the respect. I blossomed here! Finally, I'd like to

thank Cadillac and Lexus Canada for providing many comfortable rides to

school. To sum it all up. "Why so good?"

"Necessity is the mother of invention, but fear is not barren of ingenious sug-

gestions" — Joseph Conrad

"Show me a thoroughly satisfied man and I will show you a failure" — Thomas

A. Edison

Jamie Lint

Thanks to my family for love and support . . . Thanks to all the staff at RSCiC

for an unforgettable high school experience . . . Make sure you take D'Arcs

Calculus and go on the NY trip! Thanks for everything that all of you have done

to me SHOUTS to FATMAN for feeding me . . . visit his restaurant at 62S

Bloor . . . Bergmo for getting Starcraft networked . . . Han, Cheech, Harv. Asian

connections . . . Big n Lil Ray . . . Tha boyz who ball afterschool . . . respect

due . . . I'll be back to visit y'all. mail me: quincy@ipolinc.com

Quincy Lui

Grads



"You feeling lucky punk?"

Those were the first words spoken to me by a guy who I would later depend on

for many a car ride and many phone numbers, and when I say phone numbers

I don't mean class mates. So. thanks clueless.

Now for the back-patting gratitudes. Thanks a million to everyone I've gotten

to know here over the last two years, but thanks especially to: Mr. Hannaford

for all the great auctions, to Mr. Holdsworth for actually believing that 1 possess

some kind of theatrical talent, same for Mrs. Miller, Ms. Somerville for editing

a billion and one versions of Missin' Angel, Mr Jamieson and Doc. Bryant for

actually letting me sing in the various services, and most importantly to Father

Peter Hill for teaching me that NO QUESTION IS UNASKABLE! and for all

the hilarious and engaging classes and chapels.

"I'm back baby, I'm back!!" Costanza lives.

Istvan Luppino

There have been many people who've seen me through my ten years at RSGC.
They have comforted me, and basically made the time more enjoyable. Every

staff member at the college has done a lot for me. But four have been especially

good to me. Mr. D'Arcy has shown me what a passion teaching can be. Mr.

Pengelly and Mr. Latimer have been my counsel on many occasions. And my
good friend Gage Love (back off b— !) has always been there forme. My friends

have also supported me. The other five of six (JBADJECOKW) as well as Car-

oline, have provided me with fun times I'd also like to thank my good friends

Stefko and Alexis who have seen me through since the beginning.

My family (old and new) has also been an important part in this journey. My
Grandpa, in particular, has seen to it that I could continue to work at my full

potential. And then there's my mother, who has done so much for me that I can't

possibly express it except to say that I love her for it.

"1 am a great believer in luck, and I find the harder I work the more I have of

it." — Stephen Leacock.

Thanks Dad, for all you inspiration and your belief in me. I'll make you proud.

Daniel Medd

When I started High School it seemed as if it was the beginning of a life sentence

in prison. My outlook has changed as I am about to be released from the insti-

tution we call Royal Saint George's College into society. Many friends have

been with me on the journey. Alastair, an extraordinary advisor. Alex, we will

never understand your ways, but will always find humor in your actions. Carr,

sipping Canadian Club at Woodbine Club. Phillip, I will never forget Sunday

lunches in Bathsheba, Barbados. R Schellekens, always in pursuit of the perfect

woman. Marcel, wild parties filled with beautiful women and smooth drinks. A
Bryant, the whole chalet experience. M Han, fashion consultant. Peace and pros-

perity for future Georgians and unmentioned friends. Along the journey I cannot

forget to mention those inspiring teachers. Mr. Cooper, Fr. Hill, Mr. Paulin and

Mr. Thombury. Most of all I must thank my family. Without their support and

love I don't know how I could have found my way. Like a compass they were

my guide. Thank You!

If you can walk, you can dance. If you can laugh, you can sing.

— African Proverb

Harish Maraj

Rob was a shy kid arriving at S.G.'s in grade seven. Kept to himself mostly.

Rob was always so very grateful that he had loving parents and a close friend

in both his siblings. His other friends were pretty great too, and so were his

teachers. Rob had a pretty simple career at S.G.'s: just getfing the work done,

and going about his own business, and sometimes even the business of others.

There was the Chicago excursion, Quebec, New York, Washington, camera club

with the boyz, film club nights with Nick always seemed too raucous, cheers to

golf team and four day weeks, the semis and all the beautiful ladies. Winch!

Gold is always at the top of the podium! If Rob learned one thing at SG's, it

was how to treat people right. Razi-all-the-way-to-the-bank!-You-boys-take-

care-of-yourselves-now! "On the edge of destiny, you must test your strength."

Billy Bishop

Robert Mellema
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Wow! Seven Years have past since I first came to RSGC. They have been

seven great years filled with many memories. Quebec City, New York
City(Yankee Stadium). Montreal, Party of 9 (Top Gun), The Dominican

Republic (Go Time). The Boys! Phil (Barbados etc.), Marajdife lessons),

Alex(mess in the basement and Nicky specials ).Euro( mission impossible),

Snatch(Bowmans), Miran( Badminton), and Burroni(Cuba)! Senior Soccer,

Senior Badminton and the memorable Ball Hockey games in the snow in

pursuit of the Love Cup. Thanks to Mr. Van Herk, Fr. Hill, Love, Rankin,

Paulin, J5 and Mr. Hannaford.

I must of course thank the Blanchette family and my family. My older

brother Andreas, sister Melissa and my mom and Dad.

Thanks RSGC For the memories.
" Yi'ii 're a slave to money then you ilie

".

The Verve

"Although, the answer is unknown I'm searchin '. searchin ' and how I've grown.
"

Neil Young

Marcel Merath

This time I'm really leaving. No more coming back! Thanks

to everyone that made this year at RSGC great.

I'm outta here.

Peter Metzger

Well. I owe a lot of people pens. That's pretty much what I have accomplished in

my six years here. I plan to go to university and sell all the pens I have borrowed from

^tude^ts and teachers on the black market. My actual memories of school aren't that

memorable and with my shotty selective memory I guess I just don't care! But I have

luid a lot of fun with people and events that revolve around SGC. Dances were fun.

Irip weeks were crazy (to say the least) Grantham is nuts. Locked out of the room in

Bolton, the princess dans Quebec City, plus the bullets dans leroom.. New York is my
city. I love that place. Washington was relaxing. Pete Levine and the "Brain", Simon
Cook R gets real annoying, Metzger in Montreal I've got a lot of weird memories to

go over, Im sorry if I miss one. Busted by the cops after the lip sync, laughing in the

grad room with Elliot, laughing everywhere with Elliot, we are Back in Business

Baby!!!THANK.STO:
"ldirlylcal,assandlhebandGRANTH..\MPLSCR^APELLIOTrdonhabosvvpolillnoly
asasholRONALDO.^NDLUlSINTHKDR.ANnTHECR.^ZVDRUODEALERWHOIPUNC
HEDINTHEFACECOWPERSPAZ/HARROPTHEMEOFl'CCKILCOObubauMTnwulail
ut/ag/amclhRHCPDANNYCwcirdyandjennidenidunlhali-youdanaandalllhcnlhcrs
uhlimichociscloforgclIh.sschoolisgoingloHELLdanslchandbosliClhaliMhcomcnfr

inddonlforgellhatallyoukidicominglhroughgoodluckwchadiu-aNv F
ATHEADandalllhc

Sccyalalcnoi

ipslyouknov

Ryan Mulvihill

My first year here at RSGC has been my best highschool year. I would

like to thank Mr. Pengelly for helping me tremendously in getting used to

these new surroundings. Also thanks to everyone who helped me a lot.

Finally, thanks to Mom and Dad for getting me through all these years.

Annyonng.

Seo-Kyn Noh
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To my close friends (you know who you are). Orlando, D'Arcy, Van Herk.

Dr. Ska.Birkett. Holdsworth. Schreiner. Timm. Judith. Metro Parking

Enforcement Officers. The Green Room. Futures. The Second Cup.

Massimos. Blowup. GTs. CLs, Lucas. Camus, and my parents, thank you.

Markus Otema

The education I have received over the past seven years at RSGC will

remain with and help me for the rest of my life, just as 1 hope the friends I met

here will. Rob. Harish. Miran. Joseph. Istvan. Phil. Kato Marcel. Marc and

last, but not least (Bowmans jackass) Carr I will remember the times and

jokes forever just as if they were yesterday. You guys are the best, thanks for

yours and your parents support. Thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Hatch for the Leaf

tickets and Mr. and Mrs. Blanchette for showing me Barbados. Also Ld like

to thank the Schellekens (Mamix included), the Meraths and Mr. and Mrs.

Stalin for their hospitality. Finally I'd like to thank my parents and brother

who have had to give up so much to put me through school for all these years.

Thanks a million and to Harish and the Dutch Tickler I say, "I"m Superman

I can penetrate " Til see you at the top boys. Miran she's into it man.

To you Luppino 1 can only say, "You feelin' lucky punk!"".

Fosse Out,

Alex Palalas

Olivier Raoult

Four score (huh, huh, score.) and 1 year ago. I moved away from my old

town of Los Gatos California. When I came to Toronto I was given a choice

of which school I could go to. but no matter what it had to be a private school.

Let me just say that all-boy schools suck hardcore! Fm so surprised I got

used to the system. And Fm so happy that Fm still straight, 1 thought 1 was

gonna go tuti-fruiti. Anyway, I would like to thank Mr. Pengelly because he

gave me a lot of confidence and put a lot of trust in me. 1 wish him the best

of luck wherever he's headed to next year. Fd also like to thank Mr. Love,

he really helped me pull up my grades and gave me the good kick in the @$$
that I needed. Overall. I got along with most of the teachers, here (that's a

first). This school is lucky to have a really lenient staff. As my final word

though, let me just say that Student Affairs should be helping students and

offering them support, not holding them back with uncalled for punishments

and excessive rules.
Tony Richards
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Its hard to believe that my seven years at RSGC are over. So many memories

and so little space. Td like to thank my Mum and Dad for giving me the

opportunity to come to RSGC. Thanks also to Alice and Nana for being there

v\henever I needed to make someone blow liquids out of their noses. Thanks

to all the teachers who have been an inspiration to me, Mr. P. F. Pete. Mr.

Love, and Mrs. Miller to name a few. To all the special friends I thank you all.

Dave D. ('•Uh...Cant ball."), Ruth, Kenny ("Poo-stabber!""), Stef, Dan M.

Boaker ("She's going to be hot, I mean HOT!"). Simon "(Schtop it!"), and

Alexis, I'll never forget the great times we had together. To my fellow Prefects

1 have to say that I don't think anyone will duplicate what we accomplished

this year. Memories include the trip to New York, the media movie ("Let's

break'em in!"), the B of G dinner ("Let's play ball hockey!"), the old boys

dinner (Mr. Cooper: ""Hey boys, wanna drink?"), and the trip to LA . I will miss

RSGC but the memories will always be with me. David RobinettC

An Arabic apothegom: Those who know not, and know not that they know

not, they are fools: shun them. Those who know and know not that they

know, they are asleep:awake them. Those who know not and know that

they know not, they are simple: teach them. Those who know, and know

that they know, they are wise: follow them, -some guy.

Couldn't have done it at all without the great supporting cast. You

know who you are so until ne.xt time

Lastly, I'd like to thank the teacher whom I have the utmost

respect for, and who's friendship I shall always truly value, Mr. D'Arcy.

Paul Saumets

My high school days are finally over, it has been a long and enjoyable ride. Not

to mention an educational one. Firstly, I would like to thank my parents and my
brother for all their love and support. Secondly, I would like to thank all the boyz

forthe good times: andHM,AK,PB,AP,EH,JL,CH,MK,JS.andMMforyour

loyal friendship and anyone else I may have forgotten, also a quick thank to all

my fellow prefects. The times have been good and memorable: chalet "the beer

inn", NY, Montreal, the semi's, the parties, the clubs, bars and the rest. Last but

certainly not least, I would like to thank Mr. Pengelly, Mr. D'Arcy, Mr. Paulin,

Mr. Hannaford, Dr. Skalinski, Mr. Muxlow, Mr. Love. Fr. Hill. Ms. Mustard and

the rest of the RSGC teaching staff for the support and guidance the ga\ e me.

"Make xoiir life a iiii.ssi<)n--n()f <in iiucniiission"

-Glasgow

Robert Schellekens
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\()RK lORKVER! Thanks for all the great times! Big A! (Put some sauce on it.

Always), Nifk. Mick (you're a big *******), E.H, F.uro, .S. C-R(Face it. You ain't got

game!). Big Jamie (Cohibas in that Park.). Little Jamie (Wc wiote the Naked .Skit!). If

you think your name should be mentioned, it is. 1 love you all. The tourneys. .Soccer

{Hamilton: THH FOG, Montreal: It's all a blur). Hockey (Montreal: I wonder win

Ihcy didn'l let us back the next year?). The Kilcoo Kegger (is it just me, or is it kinda

Sdckey in here'.') My Glenbum buddies for all the GREAT summers. FORUM
Bumfest. Chorley Park (i.e. The Pit). Musket Day. The Glove (Go Giants!), J K .

Captain Leateh, Mr. Pengelly. Coop. Kerr and Van Herk: Goodtimes in Georgctow n.

Mr. D'Arcy. Father Peter. Mrs. Mustard for putting up with my sleepy head time and

luiie again. I don't know how RSGC will run without you ma'am. Gratitude to all m>

l.imily: Mom. Dad, Anne, John, and of course, Sadie. Finally, Erin. You are my

L-rything.

Jamie Sedgwick



It's hard to believe that high school is over. My 5 years at RSGC it has been

the best years of my life so far. I would like to thank my Mom and Dad, Ash and Matt

for giving me the opportunity to be a part of the school and being there when I needed

you. I would also like to thank all the teachers who taught me throughout my high

school career especially Mr. Orlando, Mr.D"Arcy, V.H, Mr. Lee, and Mr. Love

(Giants will win the bowl soon!) for the extra help and university selections. Thanks

to all the Grads for all the great times. Thanks to everyone who gave me rides home,

the nicknaine (Suds) and everything else.

Memories: School trips: Ottawa, Quebec, Bolton, New York and Washington. Also

Kilcoo Camp and the Dominican Republic (Go Time). House League: Football (3

championships). Ball hockey (Blue Tang Clan), York Rules, Grad Room (Springer,

the wall (Boake). High Park Run, Swim meet. Track and Field . the parties, dances

and the fonnal.

I would like to wish everyone all the best in the future. Keep in touch!!!!!!!!

Jamie Sutherland

My time has come and I mu.st say goodbye, for now. I want to thank a few

people who have made my days at RSGC enjoyable ones. To all the teachers

who have taught me over the years, thanks for your help. 1 especially want to

thank Mr. Love, Big O, Mrs. Mustard, Mr. Pengelly, and Mr. Hannaford. To

all the guys, I hope the future holds nothing but good times for you all. Thanks

for the memories and keep in touch.

"If you 're not living on the edge, you 're taking up too much space. " - Colin

McMaster

Fraser Tamaki

9 years at R.S.G.C and I don't regret a single one of them. My years here have

been packed with more memories than I could possibly sum up in 150 words.

3 formal' s, 12 semi's; R.S.G.C still has the best. 4 trip weeks, age was never an

issue. Ski Team, Tuesday nights. Fran's, I got a standing Oil! Thanks Morgan,

Mike and Cam; G.C.S, R.C, R.M. (we're glad you're back), you made high

school too much fun. Morgan Chapman; see you at the alter. Ash, best date

ever. Norah. you were always there. Thanks also to M.G.. A.B.. D.L.. S.A. and

R.B , A.S. stay in touch. Thanks Mr. Love. Ms Hall. Mr. Pengelly and

especially Ms Miller, despite disagreements you helped me more than 1 can say

Finally thanks to Des and Kristin and welcome Max, thanks Matt an

Andrew, you" ve all made me better by giving me a hard time. Most importantly

thanks Mom and Dad, it took a lot of work but things are starting to fall into

place. You won't regret letting me go.

Michael von Teichman

I'd like to thank my parents (especially Comrade Stalin ) and my two younger

brothers. Joseph and Paul for providing me with support, motivation and

encouragement to help me through these last five years. My years at Royal

St. George's College offered important and meaningful lessons in life that

I will cherish for a long time. In addition I would particularly like to thank

the dedicated teachers who believing in my potential inspired and nurtured

my self confidence and ability to excel. I will be forever indebted to their

patience and tolerance. SPECIAL THANKS TO; Mr. Orlando, Mr. Van

Herk, Mr. D" Arcy. Mr. Love. Mr. Keetian, Father Hill. Mr. Holdswoilh. Ms.

Miller. Mr. Evans. Mr. Cooper, Mr. Rankin. Mr. Ackley. Mr. Paulin. Mr.

Nakatsu. Headmaster Hannaford and especially the amazing chemistry

wtzard Dr. P. skaiinski.
^^^^^ Temamian
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During my five years in Canada. I kept changing schools. From public to private

and from private to public, but after my first day at Royal St. George's College. I

wished I could spend the rest of my highschool career here. Anyway, time travels

like the speed of light, my memorable, unforgettable, expensive school years arc

now coming to an end. They certainly were the most rewarding and valuable

moments during my adolescence, and I know I will miss them. I would like to take

this opportunity to thank all the teachers who gave me a fine and thorough education

Special thanks to Dr. Skalinski. Mr. D'Arcy. Mrs. Miller. Mr. Schreiner. Mr. Van

Herk. Mr. Pengelly. Mr. Kerr. Mr. Love, Dr. Schlifer and Mr. Doerksen.

Also. I would like to thank all my friends in St. George's for all the good times, kind

friendship and the precious memories, especially thanks to Raymond L and Victor

I discovered and learned a lot from you guys.

Finally, 1 have to thank Papa, Mama and Royal St. George's College for everything.

PS Good luck to iji grads

'

Raymond Tsui

Ten years of my life, and yet. Fm speechless. Thank you Mama and

Tato for all of your love and support, and for giving me the opportunity to do

everything and to meet everybody 1 have while Fve been at RSGC. Thanks

Lesia and Lewko for always being there, offering advice and help, and Slawko

for ensuring that Fd be known here even before I first set foot on 120 Howland.

Thanks to my friends and teachers; my experiences with you have made me the

person I am today. Thank you Mr. Latimer, for showing me the importance of

respecting others. Dr. Skalinski, it was in your course that I first realized

science was part of my future. And Mr. D'Arcy. thank you for having more

faith and confidence in me than I often had in myself.

Dave, (hanks for the ski lessons and other fun. What would bio. chem. and

calculus classes have been like without Rob. the welcome distraction' Thanks

for not taking some of the stuff I said personally Alexis. And Dan. thank you

for always being there for me. As we part ways, remember. Don't worry

about where life may take you; "No matter where you go, there you are." And

always remember your friends, and never take them for granted

Stefko Waschuk

What got me through high school is the dream the eerie expression that grips her

face like a snake bite, like a sour reaction to the acridity of some cosmic potion, in

an expression half pain, half pleasure; her head bends sleepily drooping in a

movement that is almost woeful, and w ith a sibilant intake of breath, she allows me

to feed from her. These are the goods that get me up in the morning. What gets me

going is by causing raucous, making issue, and never letting them win.

/^ I

Nicholas Yap

David Hare
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The Prefects

From Left: Jamie Sedgwick, Alastair Kellett,Mike Kelly,Jamie Lint, Phil Blanchette,James Boake,Rob Mellema,Andew Bryant,

Dave Robinette, Rob Schellekens, and Elliot Hughes.

RobMellema Al Kellett Mike Kelly Elliot Hughes

James Boake Dave Robinette Jamie Sedgwick Rob Schellekens

H,
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THE GRADS' LAST DANCE

FORMAL 98'

Anthony Kinuslcv .mil his iLiir I In- kinp .iml Ills i|uccn.

Miran Torniiniiiin cluxkiim mil llic lalcnl
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Michael Von Teichnian takes his last opponiinily lo look over

Mr. Paulin.

Alastair sparks another cat fight.



Stef Waschuk: Second Term Stewardship & David D'Onofrio: Second Term Stewardship &
Lifer. Lifer.

Mark Han: Second Term Stewardship.

I

Alexis l.rvine: F-irsi Term Stewardship & Ijler

Michael \ i>ii lelchman: I ilo Steward Coristine: Second Te

Stewardship & Liter
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You've been here how long ?

Istvan Luppino: Third -Term Stewardship. Michael Barnicke: Third Term Stewardship.

Andy Beadon: Second Term Stewardship. Simon Cook-Roffey: Second Term Stewardship

House Results
Winchester:28,454

York:25,657

Westminster:27,056

Canterbury :25,531
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CANT
Mike Kelly: Cant house prefect.

Men in Red

It was a great year for

our house. From the very

start, the boys showed a lot of

enthusiasm and support for

each other. Winning the

Cross-Country Meet helped

pave the way for the brave

men in red. Although we

didn't prove to be the greatest

swimmers in the annual

Swim Meet, the boys of

Canterbury still participated

and put in a potent effort! I

am very proud of you guys

and it has been an honour to

be your head of house.

- Mike Kelly

Above:

A bunch of Jr. School

runners at theTrack and Field

Event

Right:

Jonathan Abraham
at the Hi!;h Park Run

Adam dri'fn. (ieoff C'owper-Smith,

.iihI Ryan (iulya.s at the Swim Meet

Caul «aiuis U|> beloie the starl

ot the Cross Country Run.
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WEST
...but can they swim?

Above;

A few of West's Jr. School

panicipants at the Cross

Country Run.

Left:

ircle of West

a
Jamie Lint: West house prefect.

What a year for West! In the past few

years. West has had to depend on few people for

great success, but this year I can safely say that the

future ofthe house is in good hands. We have been

known to have weak participation from grades 9

& 10, but that changed this year. The future for

West looks bright. I happily think back and

rememberWest defending its House Drama win

from last year with a comedic performance of

B lackadder. West has always been known for its

swimmingdominance ,andthisyearwasno different.

We blew the competition "out ofthe water" at the

annual Swim Meet, taking that honourhome for

the second year in arow . T d like to thankeveryone

who supported the house through varsity or hou,se-

league sports, drama, clubs, or lunch-time sports.

It all makes a difference ! ! ! Thanks guys ! !

!

-Jamie Lint

4t
"'^ «

As Michael Chen and Adrian Walker demonstrate, sadly, this Is the only

way some of us Georgians know how to solve our problems.

West's .lelT Todd aci.opts the baton to take the lead.
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WINCH
A Golden Future

Robert Mellama: Winch house prefect

When I was in grade nine I was coaxed

into an afternoon of ball hockey in the piercing

cold out on the tarmac. Being the youngest

there, the experience was pretty intimidating,

but it was also the most intensely competitive

game I had ever seen. There was Mr. Love

checking someone into the fence, or Mr. Love

holding onto someone's jacket oh yeah and

Mr. Love slashing at people's white knuckles.

It occurred to me that Winch was more than

just some house. ..it was an institution. An

institution of fanatical, unrelenting support.

Winch was about persistence, about

perseverance, about winning, and when I was

in grade nine it was about hope. We finished

dead last that year, and last the following year

as well. However, when I was in grade eleven

we climbed to third, and last year to first. This

year's still in the air, but our future looks gold. Even if we don't win,

we're a house that knows about loss, and hope. Thanks to all the guys

that helped carry us to gold at the top. ..it's all about team, and grit. We
did it Gage even if we lost. "As long as you're going to be thinking

anyway, think big."-Donald Taimp
-RobMellema

Above: Mr. Love "1

think I'm too old for

this."

RightiAfrim Pristine.

"Hey loser get that

stupid grin off your

face."

Chri.stian Hei.sey: All sweuly altera hard run. .lonalhaii lAa-:Puin|iuig a little iron.
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YORK
Win or Lose We Had Fun

Jamie Sedgwick: York house prefect.

Once again, York led the way in

participation, detemiination and heart, but. ...not

glory. There were some ups, like house league

football. Led by captain Ben Munger the York

team dominated. In the end they were crowned

the house league football champions. Also

with a strong crop of hockey players like Scott

Sloggett, Adrian Henke and Joe Temamian

they breezed through the lunch ball hockey to

take it all. What makes us special is that win or

lose we really do have fun. I would like to thank

everyone in York who tried out for sports and

participated in house league. I particularly want to

thank our three stellar prefects Andrew Bryant,

Nick Yap and myself. Also ofnote is next year'

s

sole York prefect Joe Temamian. Tm sure that

York' s future is as bright as ever, especially now

that yours truly has been replaced by someone

who is actuUy competent.

Signing off for now,

SEDGE

I'te Levine, Andrew Bryant and Nicli Yap: "Now we wouldn't want to pull any Alexander Matiier and Stefan Picot: -Sugar High"

uscles would we?"
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Row 1 : Jonathan Abraham.

Scott Alexander. Mathew

Attalai, Geoffery Bolton.

Fraser Buchan, Michael

Chan.

Row 2: Ronson Chan. Ivan

Chin. Ryan Christie. Drew

Clark. Cale Cook. Victor

Cotic. and Bruce Curtis.

Row 3: Adam Donald.

Gordon Dunlop. Graham

Durrant-Taylor. Alexander

Edminson. Timothy
Enfeild. Amir Fardshisheh.

and Jamie Ferguson-

Woods.

Row 4: Andrew Ford. Jesse

Fulton, Stephen Gable,

Sandy Gibson, Chris

Godfrey, Jeremy Gross,

and Michael Haughton.

Row 5: Andrew Hepburn.

Ethan Hoddes. Clynn
Hsiung. Alexander Jessup,

Christopher Johnson.

Geoffrey Keating, and

Matthew King.

Row 6: Michael Kitchen,

Aaron Latner. Sean Lee,

Mark Longo. Roy Mahaffy.

Mario Maruzzo. and Ryan

McClosky.

Row 7: Brad Milne, John

Mulvihill, Kevin Ng,

Sharooz Nikouei, Jeremy

Pigott, Andrew Potts-

Robinson, and Francis

PowclJ.

atmMi

gik^M
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Row 1; OstapProkipchuk,

Chris Rae. Geoffrey

Renihan. Christopher

Roscoe, Wade Sahni.

Tomasz Sidorowicz.and

PaulSilny

Row 2: Will Smith.Johann

Smula. Jonathan Stetham.

Patrick Taylor. Paul

Ternamian. Trevor

Thompson, and Brian

Todd

Row3: Michael Usher-

Jones Kyle Waters, and

MarkWilkins.

Grade 10 : Peter Adams.

Kris Arnold, and Michael

Ast.

Row 4: Fraser Baldry.

Daniel Bennett. Topher

Bennett. Edward Bimbaum.

Nicholas Boake. Tyrone

Bowers-Nigh and Nicolas

Boyer

Row 5: Soren Brothers.

Geoffrey Cardy. Oliver

Camiichael. James Cole.

Cameron Conn-Grant.

DArcy Cook, and Walter

Davies.

Row 6: Cameron Davison.

Dylan Ellis. Sean Ewing.

Jonah Falco. Jason George.

Daniel Green, and Don

Harris.

Row 7: Stuart Hillenbrand.

Matthew Hudson. Alistar

Leyland.Dax id Lindermere.

Austin Locke. Jonathan

Lofft. and Paul Macchione.

iHllTlHlElbiElolRM.lAlNin
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Row One: Robert

MacDonald. Ben McPhee.

James Morrison. Andrew

Newbury. Kazuo Oishi.

Michael Pang, Jesse Parker.

RowTwo: Nicholas Payne.

Sammy Pusateri. David

Reeser. Max Ritts, John

Roman. Peter Ruta, Adam
Shaw.

Row Three: Colin Simpson.

Simon Sutherland. Michael

Thompson, Brandon

Vasquez. Cameron
Wallace, Christopher

Walters, Gavin Wiggins.

Row Four: Ian Winton,

Alexander Wolfson.

Grade 1 1 : Chris Barnes.

Matthew Beaty. Peter

Bellingham. Jamie Bergstra

Row Five: Arden Church,

Adam Clark. Michael Clark.

Brian Cole. Noah Cole.

Drew Czernik, Galen

Davics.

Row Six: Aaron Dcpalma.

Phedias Diamandis.

Cameron Fiske. Patrick

Gordon, Andrew Haust,

Patrick Hayes. Adrian

Henke.

Row Seven: Scott Hong.

Adam Jancelewicz. Alex

Josephson. Jonathan

Kellet. Christopher Kelly.

Rickcsh Kotccha. Aaron

Lau.
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Row One: Jason Lee.

Justin Leung. Haney Lin.

Keith Lui. Alex Lyn. John

Maggiacomo. Devin

Maguire,

Row Two: CriagMcIvor,

David McNaughton,
Scott Mifflin. Darcy

Morris, Willie Nelson,

John Omura & Michel

Mainardi

Row Three: Mark
Pearcey. James Peterson

Andrew Pettit, Jamie

Pope. James Robertson,

Jonathon Robson & Blair

Rose

Row Four: Adam Smith,

James Snider, Stefan

Superina. Brian

Sutherland. Chris Talyor,

Jeff Todd & Philip

Watson

Row Five: Eric Wynn,

Justin Young, and Ben

Zelikovitz

Grade 12 : Damian
Abraham, Ken Adams,

and Brad Allgood,

Row Six: Mike Anstey,

Christina Applegate,

Matthew Barrington,

Morgan Brooker, Dougal

Bruce. Michael Chen &
Rob Clark

Row Seven: Geoff

Cowper-Smith. Andrew

Davis. Andrew Davison.

Gerard DeGrandis. Matt

Donald. Rob Dyer& Josh

Estacion
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Row One: Patrick Fordyce,

Michael Fountain. Geraldo,

Adam Green. Ryan Gulyas,

James Hall & Dave Hare

Row Two: Chris Hatch,

Samuel Hui. Allan

Humphries. Andrew Jones,

Will Jones. David Koo &
Jonathon Lee

Row Three: Victor Lee.

Raymond Lui. Dan
MacDonald, Rob McCord,
Dan Mitchell. Ben Munger

& Rob Murdoch

Row Four: John Ortved.

Michael Popielaty.Afrim

Pristine. Tim Pyper. Ben

Sharma, Scott Sloggett.

&Joseph Temamian

Row Five: Michael von

Teichman. Adrian Walker,

Justin Wallace. Vanna
White. Simon Wilkinson.

Jordon Wilson & Cameron

Wing

MmM
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Candids



Know Your Current
Events

This man is

a)preparing for the cross-

country run.

b) showing off his new
shoes.

c) trying to conceal a pack of

duMauricrs in his left socl<.

This is:

a) Phedias Diamandis

b) Pete Sampras

c) the unofficial Ambassador of

Greece
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TOP TEN LIST

Straight from our home office in the RSGC library, here

jre the TOP TEN WAYS TO LOSE YOGR PREFECT TIE.

Strip in Assembly.

Throw a chair through the prefect room wall.

Wear a dress to a Branksome Hall semi-formal.

Teach the school how to jive.

Wear nothing but a trenchcoat and a single sock for Halloween.

Steal all the keys for the senior school and make copies.

Write hidden, crude messages on dance tickets.

Introduce the first sex toys to House Drama.

Study hard for Writer's Craft final exam.

"Cause ruckus, make issues and never let them win"

STUPID HUMAN TRICKS

BEFORE AFTER BEFORE AFTER

Alex Josephson can switch between the female and

male sex at any given time

!

Is that Don Harris or Dave Copperfield? His armsjust

magicallydisappeared

!
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The Older



^jran.aer

1 Adams: It doesn't count it you're standing on a box. Istvan Luppino: "Whatcha looking at?" Miran Tvrnamian: Just keeping it warm
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Junior School: Where the Fun Starts

Fraser Mcl-can: Now voii sec inc. inns you ilon't

Docs .isscmhK c\crciKr
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Joseph Latner: I'm as had as

1 wanna he. and that's the

hottom hne!



Above: Jon Perry. "How ya

Right: Patrick Luckhurst.

"Don't lake a picture of my

Above: Matthew
Chan. F.rik Reed,

Patrick Luckhurst.

"Just leave us alone."

GRADE^ 3 a

The beginning of a

day atRSGC starts with

1 1 animals arriving at

approximately 8:00am

to struggle through their

day under the watchful!

eye ofMr. Nasty. Short,

mean, and threatening,

Mr. McElroy somehow

manages to acquire the

ftjll attention ofthe grade

threes, to cram their

Above: Mr McElroy. "So you

want me to slap you with a wet

noodle!"

Below: Eric Ng. "I see

you."

heads full ofknowledge,

but they don't mind as

long as they're in their

Above: Chiranjeev Singh

"I'm a statue
"

Left: Nikolai Hoffman.

"That's right."

€
favorite subjects.

Learning doesn ' t stop at

school though,everyday

at 3: 15 pm they trudge

home, bags full with

homework. It must be

done!!! If it's not

completed then you're

lucky to be skinned

alive ! ! ! Otherwise you

get lines, however the

final fate hides in exams,

butS'ssay they're easy.

Ryan Gulyas

Above Will Kiidgcr. .|(in:i(han IVrrv. Erik Reed, Chiranjeev Singh. Mr McElroy. Eric

Ng. Timothv l.ni. Miillhe\> Chan. (Geoffrey Si|uih. Patrick Luckhurst. Nikolai

Hoffman Vhsciil: .loseph l.atner

1 cli liniolhy l.ai. Malthev^

Chan. Erik Keed. Patrick

Luckhurst. "Can you see me?

"

Ritrht: .loseph l.atner. "Ci

me some of that,"

Above: Will Badger,

Geoffry Squib.

"Who's that guy

behind me."
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GRADE 4
ove: Matthew Evans,

vid Jolly. "Mmm Mmm

;ht: Mr Jamieson. "Runts

Above: The Pumpkin

Left:

-Where'

John

"A very unusual

collection of students,

like a blend of cyan

pepper and blue Jello."

With a pumpkin for a

class mascot and a

comment like that you

can only expect a group

of students with the

personality and talents

that are found in the

grade 4 class room here

at RSGC. In their life

school for the grade

fours seems to be

something that gets in

the way of lunch,

Norval, and gym, with

Above Jeremy Wong,
Alexander Mather, Pierre

Eiras, Neville Sadry, David

Liang, "We rule
"

Left: Ms Steinhauer. "Little

Right: Andrew Quick. "Did 1

use enough geL"

homework, detentions,

chapel, and school

renovations life can be

such a hassle. Of

course it can be fun as

long as you get to play

math games with Miss

Steinhauer.

Ryan Gulyas

lA Row: John

I rriiks, Peter

! Ilir. Matthew
hins. David Jolly.

Irrf Eiras,

1 ville Sadry,

I vid Liang

iini Row: Andrew
• lick. Eraser
iclciin, Ewan

t meron, Mr
^mieson, Jeremy
'ong, Alexander

lather

.isc 111 Taylor

iwnlev

^l"M ^H°l^^'l'l^l-I I I I

vyv^—
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The Leatch Bite

I i

Top Row Roland IVIascarenhas, Dr. Leatch, Maxwell Schwartz, Jonathi

Rae, Brandon Wallans. Third Row: Matthieu Timmins. Max Marsha
Matthew Bubbers, Peter Brown, David Bleasby, Reggie Barnett. Secoi

Row: Anthony Field, James O'Born, Jonathan Pak, Alex Delwar. First Ro
David Edwards, Paul Trebuss, Mark Cole, Freddie Kindersley, Derek Cha
Argus Chambers.

"Heh !! Li.stenup !!'"

Say.s Dr. Leatch. This is

atypical

beginning to a day

in the grade five

room at RSGC. As i

25 little soldiers of

tomorrow run ^
around the class-

room making odd

ball jokes about

the exciting television

show that was on the

night before. Dr. Leatch,

the leader of the pack

keeps them in order with

the threat of one of his

famous "Leatch Bites".

Helow Diederik Heisey: "Arr. Ihis is a light squeeze!"

The class will then settle



Out of Control!

lop Row: Wai Luon Choy, William Lockett, Matthew Pigott, Matthew Griffin, Owen Williams, Philip

Reineck. Second Row: Colin Rubes. Erich Zimm, Wells Stringham, Jonathan Holtby, Scott Ackley, Jeremy
Milligan, Taylor Scherberger, Thomas Gardner, Christopher Evans. First Row: William Gunton, Derek

Hepburn, Teague Mackian Russell, Matthew \eung, Jonathan Bell, Stefan Picot.

Jonathan Bell: "I'd rather be playing

basketball."

"Ah. the grade six class."

says the Junior School

staff room. In fact this is a

response made by any

teacher who spends time

with the class. This is

because of the, oh shall

we say "lack of control"

amongst the grade. As the

tyrant bunch stonns out

of their cars at 8 a.m. until

they crawl back to their

same cars at 3: 1 5 p.m. after

an exhausting day. The

grade six class is probably

one of the most unique

grades in the school.

Maybe it's the heavier set

6

rules, or maybe it's just

them. However, their

leader, Mr. Wade West

expresses to the class

how silence and listening

is the key to going forward

to higher levels in the

upcoming challenge of

Junior High School at

RSGC.

Ben Munger.

Taylor .Scherberger: (Above) "This makes no sense at all"

William Gunton:"Timefora

nap." Jeremy Milligan: "Only

lOmore minutes."



7 B: The Good Times

When a student starts grade seven at

RSGC, he can expect a few changes-

namely, his own locker, school trips,

homework, dances and FREEDOM! Mr.

Birkett's class thought that the school trip to

Norval was a highlight of this year. The guys

also found the health questions in Ms.

Steinhauer' s class to be rather amusing but,

without a doubt, the best thing about 7 B is

the CHALK WARS. According to

Andreas DePalma, " Chalk wars are the

best because you get to hurt someone

without brutally injuring them." A lesson

which could be useful later in life!?

Will Jones

Back: Mr. Birkett, Crawford Gordon, Chris Fisher, Haddon Murry.Cam Alguire, Andres

DePalma, Middle: PhilipGoad, John Karantonis, Kevin Green, Chris Younger, Nat Johnson,

Andrew McCutchan,Tim Clark, Stephen Xu, Front: Michael Roebuck,Graham ,Atkinson,

Kevin Lau, Matt Hayles, Colm Schlosser, Jonathan Tam, Absent: .Andrew Harris, Marlon

Chambers, Brad Bolton

Chris hisher, Marlon Chambers, John Karantonis

Good. belter. best
l'hilip(;oad: llcMim uithnic

:^:
CCCCvNSS
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Lots ofFun with 7 R

Back: JeffThompson, Sean Davies, Daniel Whistler, Francisco Valenle-Gorjup, Michael

Rieger,Adam Winston, Middle : Robert Parker, David Diodati, Remy Perrin,Adam Dukszta,

Andrew Gordon, David Jones, Shane Milne, Evan Norton Front: Alex Rounthwaite, Ian

Himiphreys,Michael McCnlloch,Adam Beresford, DavidMcNabb,Edward Durrant-Taylor,

Jamie Spears, Absent: Ryan Cookson

This year Mr. Reid had a lively bunch of grade sevens to

tame. He was aided by Mr. McElroy's spirit-breaking insults

such as "hamburger", "kiiothead", "bonehead" etc. This

class thought that the Norval was definitely a lot of fun and

the "Mohawk Walk" was the best part, according to Jeffrey

Thompson. Another positive aspect of grade seven was

that 7R got a brand new classroom on the top floor which

they all were thrilled about. One peculiar event that

everyone enjoyed was "the amazing throwing of stuff out

the windows." David Diodai explains: "one day after

basketball practice everybody got mad at each other and

decided to throw everyone's stuff (including books, pants

and pens) out the second-storey window of their class room

onto Howland Ave. The stuff was picked up the next day

and the best thing was that no one got caught!"

Will Jones

Take the picture already. t)iir laces hurt'

Shane Milne: My Mom says I'm

special

David Jones, David

McNabb, Adam Dukszta,

Ian Humphreys, Andrew
Gordon: It's a party!

Michael Rieger: Are you taking a picture of me or the

guys from 7B'?

Adam Dukszta, David McNabb: Too cool for school

Students



Buck Row: Michael Wilton, Alexander McNabb,Joseph
Hillenbrand,JaJ Jolliffe, Ian Pattillo, Linton Porter-

Taylor, Geoffrey Reeser Middle Row; Morgan Rube,

David Hurlow, Christiaan Heisey,Timothy Wong, Peter

McGrath, Gary Wong,Mr. McMaster . Front Row : Justin

Ho,Timothy Chung,Jamie Scott, DylanShvili, David Hill,

Shimon Pokomy. Absent: Adam Harris, Chris Reineck.

8M: McMastei
So what's tha dilly, yo? After asking the grade 8s foi

feedback on life in thejunior school, it's clear that some things

never change. Mr. Hutchison is still as strict as ever. He's also

lost more hair if you can believe it. The tradition of brawling in

the locker room is still thriving strong. As well, with the help

ofMs Steinhauer, health is as entertaining as ever. The grade

8s and the grade 7s get along well. The locker room hasn't lost

its distinct odour. And Nerval is still the "bomb."

-Darcy Morris

I
Mr.McElroy: Little do they know,

my eyes are in the back of my head.

Ian Patillo and Dylan Shvili are on the door. Morgan Rubes

Peter McGrath & Michael Wilton: "Why coiiklnl wc have gotten one ol

those nice, new classrooms."

Jayjoliffe:

"Don't wony Arian. you

can always lean on me."
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& 8J: Jamieson
dvice for future grade 8s: If Mr. Hutchison says something you

don't understand, just smile and nod.
-Rob Gainer

ode ofbehaviour for future grade 8's:

1) Don't piss Mr. H. off!

2) Agree with what the teacher says (always!)

3

)

Be good on the first day.

4) Be Bad! No Fear!

.poem to Mr. Jamieson

:

"Ifyou are there,

then call your mere,

and please be sure

to grow some hair.

-David Kerr-Vayne

Back Row : Donald Pyper,Tom Hutchison, Aaron Mitchell,

Robert Gleadow, Kevin Cupp,Jon Lucas. Middle Row: Mr.
Hutchison, Robert Gainer, Dave Kerr-Vayne,Sam Bennett,

Terence Ho, Nick Haggar, ThomasLockett, Francis

Teofilovici, Matt Wilson, Ehren Liuson, Mr. Jamieson.
Front Row: Sandy Norton, Mike Love, Andrew Potichnyi,

Jake Sheehan, Arian Pristine, Todd Curtin.

Nick Haggar: Don't shoot! "The Battleground" an RSGC film statring

Robert Gleadow and Donald Pyper.

Todd Curtin: Surf s up Duuuuude!

P 'H

Mr. Hutchison shows Mr. Jamieson the correct teaching posture

Jonathan Lucas:

Leave me alone—I'm

trying to tie my shoes.

I
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The junior school has gone through a major change making room for the new a

improved RSGC. The construction started before the beginning of the school year a

although the first part is finished because of some pesky delays the second part won't e

until after the estimated date. The extra space is well received by both the students and t

staff. The grade 7 and grade 3

classes got bigger and better kj^CyiK^ '
)St\

classrooms that will make it much ^^^r'w^ '~

easier to move around. The staff

also lucked out by getting a brand

new staff room where they can

drink their coffee undisturbed.

Among other rooms they also got

a computer lab and a science lab.

This construction provided the

staff and students of RSGC with

space that was desperately needed

and it was well worth any

inconvieniences that the

construction caused.

Andrew Davi.son

Left: "Invest In Your
Campaign":

Before the change

Above; Gelting started

Lett: They said cheap air conditioning hut

this IS cra/y

•»>k>R>».«
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HaveA Go, Son!
This was supposed

to be the year. The

potential was huge. A
solid core of veterans,

a talented pool of

rookies. Hardened

seniors Elliot Hughes,

Jamie Lint, and Phillip

Blanchette were set to

lead by example
alongside vets Jamie

Sedgewick, Alistair

Kellett, Marcel

Merath, Dan
McDonald and Matt

Barrington. All-Star

rookies Matt Hudson,

Jamie Cole, Adrian

Henke, and Pat

Fordyce fleshed out

the team. Finishing

pre-season with a 2-2

record in the early bird

tournament at Ridley,

the squad entered

league play confident

ofmaking the playoffs

for the first time in

school history.

In the first regular

season game against

Ridley, the team could

not put the ball in the

net and lost 2-1. This

problem would repeat

itself continually.

Despite having two of

the most skilled

forwards in the league

in Carr "the Snake"

of 0-4-2. Using a

defensive style ofplay,

led by Rob Clark,

Chris Hatch, Joe

Ternamian, Darcy
Morris, and Quincy

Lui, every game but

one was lost by a one

goal margin. Instead

started off with a tie

and a win against RCS
Netherwood and host

Lower Canada
College. This qualified

the team for the

tournament playoffs.

In the quarter finals

they would have to face

SENIOR SOCCER Back Row: J. Lint, Ca. Hatch, E. Hughes Third Row: M.
Barrington, J. Sedgewick, D. Morris Second Row: M. Merath, P. Blanchette,

A. Henke, Ch. Hatch Front Row: D. McDonald, P. Fordyce, M. Hudson, J.

Ternamian, A. Kellett

Hatch and Rob "Euro"

Shelleckens, the team

had trouble scoring

goals. The squad

ended the regular

season with a record

ofhanging their heads,

the team looked ahead

to the CISAA
tournament in

Montreal.

The tournament

league rivals St.

Andrew's College. In

a gritty performance,

the team lost 4-2.

However, the

tournament was a

learning experience for

RSGC that will boost

them to victory in the

1998 season. As
consolation for 1997,

some ofthe players got

a chance to strut their

stuffprovince-wide on

Quebec's version of

Electric Circus. Great

tournament efforts

were given by Mike
Fountain and call-up

Michel Mainardi. In

the end, although the

squad fell short of

expectations, the

season was a.success.

Darcy Morris

Cnach Kecnan

Mainardi: "tiwwl I can smell il troin here' I). Lindcrmcrc,

:N!«
t̂f\VJ-^
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Hatch snakes the ball Bianchette beats his defender and gets set to have a Hughes: "I dare >ou lu ti)

and touch this ball"

They Didn't Go
The Under- 16 team

also suffered a

disappointing season.

The young and

inexperienced squad

developed over the

hard-fought season.

Team memberAndrew

Pettit described the

team as having "a

helluva lot of heart."

Although the team went

winless, many of the

games were close. With

a few bounces and a

little luck they could

have added some

games under the win

column. Excellent play

was shown throughout

the season by star

goaltender Andrew

Pettit. Productive

offence was displayed

by Michel Mainardi,

Adam Shaw, Chris

Walters, and Andrew

Newberry. Strong

defensive support was

led by Jamie Pope and

Rickesh Kotecha.

Team members
expressed gratitude

towards Coach Keenan

who remained positive

over the long season

.

Darcy Morris

Good lorni. Pettit

C. Simpson, N. Boyer. A. Newbury and A. Shaw

G. Cardy, D. Lindernitrc, M. Ritis, C. Simpson,

Shaw, K. Oistii, S. I'usateri, Mr. Keenan Front:

U-16 SOCCER Back

McPhec, P. Gordon, A.

Wallace, J. Roman, R. Kotectia, A. Pettit, A NeHl>ur.v, J. Pope, C. Walters, N. Boyer.

Superina, B.

Mainardi. C.
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"All Hail The Champs"

Back row: O. Prokipchuk, J. Mulvihill, F. Buchan, J. Abraham,
J. George, J. Smula, A. Ford, M. Maruzzo. Front row: P. Taylor, P. Silny, B. Milne, G. Ostap Prokipchuk:"Wh'
Wiggins, R. Mahaffy, P. Ternamian, Coach: Mr. Sarellas. Absent: D. Kerr-Vayne, J. are balls constantly flj-inj

Hillenbrand, T. Curtin at my head?"

Mr. Ackley:"Hey sir we've

got donuts!!"

What a year.

Coached by Mr.

Sarellas the U 1 5 soccer

teamhadan out standing

season. The boys went

out to every game

ready to win. and that is

exactly what they did.

With wins like an 1 1 -0

jx)unding overBayview
Glen and their 8-1

whooping against St.

Andrew's College, they

showed extreme talent.

Aside from this

outstanding ability the

boys also showed great

sportsmanship. They

won graciously, and

were not arrogant. To

top off this stellar

season the boys

travelled to the ISAA
tournament. The boys

carried their good

attitudes into the

tournament and came

out with the big prize.

They won the

championship. I'd like

to take this chance on

behalf of the whole

school to say

congratulations andway

to go. This sure was a

season to remember.

Scott Sloggett

D. Kerr-Vayne: "Oh that's going to hurt!!!"
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"Soccer Shorties"

I). Jones: Ha\ini: a (u

Hack iiiw: D. Whistler, M. Roebuck, C. Alguire, A. Dukszta, Assistant Coach: M.
Simmonds 3rd row: P. Goad, C. Schlosser, A. Harris, D. Jones, F. Valente 2nd
row: A. Depalma, I. Humphreys, E. Durrant-Taylor, D. DiodatiFront row:M. McCulloch,
A. Pristine, T. Hutchison, Coach: Mr. Thornbury

A. Harris: "Going down"

"There'sAlwaysNextYear"

One could be

bold enough to say that

for the U13 soccer

team, as they say in the

wide world of sports,

"this was a re- building

year." Coached by Mr.

Thornbury, these boys

worked their hearts out

day in and day out. The

team arrived and

departed from their

games with their heads

held high, proud oftheir

; efforts. To win is easy

!
but to lose like a good

sport is the hardest

thing in the world. They

I
did just that. Even

though these young

gentlemen did not win

on the score sheet, they

learned , how to be

good sports. By acting

this way these boys

showed that they played

the game for the love of

the sport. As they say

it' s notwhether you win

or lose it's how you

play the game.

Scott Sloggett

"UpcomingStars"

The under 1 2 team to hard work, a desire

ended the year behind

the U15 champs but

well ahead of the U 1

3

team's results. Leading

up to the final

tournament, the team

had posted a record of

10 wins, 2 ties, and 1

loss. This outstanding

performance was due

to improve and some

outstanding skill. In the

opening game of the

tournament RSGC
thoroughly outplayed

and out shot the team

from Bayview Glen.

Unfortunately they

ended up losing in

overtime. Undeterred

the team did not hang

their head but proudly

continued on through

the consolation side of

the tournament where

they won handily. The

members of the U12
team look forward to a

good future in soccer.

Scott Sloggett

Ui: Team:

Back:R.Cookson.
M.Schwartz.S.Picot,
S.Acklcy, F. Kindersley,

R. Ma.sacarehas. Middle:

J. Holtbv. C. Rubes,

T. Townley, G. Atkinson,

R. Perrin Front: J. Harricks,

M. Griffin, D. Edwards,

M. Cole. J. Bell. T. Clark.

B. Wallans

rm^nMSHnn 69
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Are You SureThat

Was Decaf In The Staffroom?

Marc Burroni: Are you

lookin' al mc'

Andrew Davis: I'm wearing

knccpads and proud of il.

Mike Kelly and Hayden Ho: What was the math homewwork Galen Davies: I'm very special, my Mommy said so

again/

This year's senior

volleyball was tired of

playing mere high school

opponents and so at the

end of a season of mixed

results (breaking even in

the win-loss category ) they

were hungry for more

competition. The team set

their sights on the coveted

bragging rights to the staff-

student volleyball game.

The students hadn't had a

strong enough team in

years' past to contend with

the lofty competition

which the staff team

boasted in Werner "the

Afterburner" Schreiner,

Johnny "J."!" Evans and

Nick "the unfriendly Giant"

Van Herk. When the teams

first met. the battle was

fierce ending in a "W" for

the staff! Afterward the

senior team was in shock.

One member was quoted

as saying "Mr. D'Arcy's

belly hypnotized me".

***They couldn't

understand what

happened. Later that

evening, Mr. Pengelly was

working late and received a

call from an anonymous

science nerd. The callertold

Mr. P to check out some

funny stuff that was

happening in the lab. Mr.

Pengelly leapt (not a typo)

into action. As he arrived

at the lab he found Dr.

Skalinski working

feverishly to finish another

batch of "decaf coffee.

Upon further inspection it

was concluded that the

coffee was laced with

steroids. ***The Doctor

confessed that he had

administered the mixture to

the staff team and the first

game was deamed void.

Needless to say when the

staff played "clean" they

were defeated handily by

the seniors.

Will Jones

Andrew Bryant Not ui the

house ol Bryant!

.Senior Volleyball: Back: Mr. Lee, Marc Burroni. (iaicii Davies. Andrew Bryant. Mike Ansley. Mike Kelly. Front: Adam
Smith, .losh K.stacion, Andrew Davis, Adam Green, Michael Popielaly, Hayden Ho, Absent: David Koo
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Lookin' To The Future

Under -16 Volleyball: Back: Sandy Gibson, Eric Wynn, Dan Benett, Rob Macdonald,

Front: Michael Kitchen, Aaron Latner, Geoff Renihen, Ben Zelikovitz, Absent:

James Snider, Clynn Hsiung, Alex Josephson,

When one thinks of Royal St. George's under 14

and under 1 6 volleyball teams visions ofgrandure

don't appear too readily. With good reason, because

in the past these teams haven't really produced a

long list ofchampionship accelades. Mr. Schreiner

and this year' s addition, Ms. Somerville coached the

grade seven and eight players on the under 1 4 team,

teaching themthefundamentals.ltwas a"character

building" seasonand , even though the results weren' t

as everyone had hoped, things weren ' t as bad as they

might have been. The boys improved by leaps and

bounds in terms oftheir ability to play the game and

they have the potential to make the seniorprogram

something special in about a half decade. Don't

forget fine wine gets better with age.

Now on to bigger and better things; under 1 6. This

teamwas full ofpersonalities which Mr. Cooperwas

able to control every now and then, enough to get

them to play some good volleyball . Eventhough they

didn'tgettheendresultthat they wanted, the team will

have numerous returning players and those who are

leavingwill benefit the seniorteamwiththeiryouthful

energy.

Will Jones

Mr Cooper: Take a left then a nght and you'll sec the dunkm' dounuts

Under 14 Volleyball: From back: Jonathan Lucas. Mr Schreiner, Andrew Gordon,

Thomas Lockett, Aaron Mitchell, Jay Jolliffe, Alex Edmison, Michael Wilton,

Ehren Liuson, Evan Norton, Morgan Rubes

8^?SS
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Cross Country
This year Mr. O'Leary took on the job of

coaching the cross country team. The team did

not win any meets but they had a few good

finishes. Donald Pyper did well in the midget

category and Brad Allgood was the top runner for

the senior team. They had practices which

involved running all over the Annex but they

weren't forced to run up and down the stairs of

Casa Loma as in previous years. Many of their

meets were very wet and muddy and by the end of

the day they were covered in dirt, but it was all

worth it because they got to run with girl school

which seemed to take their pain away.

Morgan Brooker
Sack: Mr. OLeary. Dan Mitchell. Amr Krontol. Brad Allgood. Andrew Haust, Cam Wins. Jame^ H.i

Front: Geoff Reeser. Drew Czernik. Jeff Todd. Donald Pyper. David Hwang & Anthony Kinsslev

Donald Pjper & (Jcoff Retser: Georgiiuis neck .uid neck Drew Czernik: Coming from behind

Dan Mitchell: Alnmst ihcr We Run Up Bigger Hills

.reff
:

I really golla pec." Di/.z, :Rtin Fi.rcst run, Anthon.v:G» h;.ck lo b,.x,ng. James •Ive got a cramp." Amr: "Where do 1 siarC
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Back: GeoffCottper-Smith. AdamGreen. AdaniSniilh. Morgan Brooker. AndyBeadon. AndrewBryant. RobClark.Mr. Kerr.

From: Adam Donald. RobGainer. Au^lin Locke. Ka/uoOishi. ChnsRoscoe. TimEnfield. Dan Green & Walter Davies

Absent: Michael Von Telchman. DanMitchell. MatlDonald and JimMorrison

Ski Team
Many people feel that skiing is ajoke team. TTiis

is untnae. We have to go up north the night before

our race so we can get a good night " s sleep. Then

the next morning we have to wake up and hurry

over to the ski hill, where we can either sit around

waiting with countless numbers of girls" schools

or take an occasional run. Then we have to see

how fast we can make it down a hill avoiding

bamboo sticks. After a long day we have to drive

to the city in tons of traffic, get home and do our

homework. The life of a skier is a hard one.

Morgan Brooker

Andrew Bryant: Zipping down the hill

Than You Practice on Jim Morrison & Dan
Green: "Gi\e me a kiss."

Micheal von Teiclinian, Mr. Kerr and Morgan Brooker:

What really happens the night hclore.

Andy Beadon: Stupid ta'c hugger.

N"i^i m#m 73
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Stefan Picot: Above: "Can't catch me."

U 12/13

What's to say about Championship and

the under 12s and defeating St.

13s. They are the Andrew's College.

future of our

basketball program

at RSGC. They will

This year Mr. Evans

and Mr. David

Latimerhaveformed

one day have to rise two promising teams

to the task ofwinning to contribute to

the Independant RSGC s basketball

School Athletic program.

Association Ben Munger

Basketball Diaries

Back Row: David Latimer, Mark Cole, Ryan Cookson, Matthew Griffin, James Spears, Brian

Feheley. Front Row: Tom Gartner,Wai Luon Choy, William Lockett, Jonathan Holtby,

Jonathan Bell, Roland Mascarenhas, Stefan Picot, William Gunton, Derek Hepburn.

Adam Duk.szta: Above: 'Jiiriip ball

'

i.k Kiiw: Colm Schlosser, David Hill, Kevin (Jroen, Haddon Miirrav. Andrew Harris, .{ami-

Sccilt, Mr. Kvans. Iront Row: .Shane Milne, (aniernn AJKiiirc, Aaron Mitchell. Brad Bolton.

Andrew McCutcheon. Ahsccnt: Nicholas Hagar, Andrew (iordnn.
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Orlando's Champions

3ack Row: Mr. Orlando, Michael Kitchen, Fraser Buchan. Simon Sutherland,Ronson

Chan Robert Gleadow, James Cole. Front Row: Bradley Milne, Shahrooz Nikouei,

Jonathan Lucas, Adam Harris, Thomas Lockett, Donald Pyper, Gavin Wiggins.

Fraser Buchan & James Cole: Above: "Just take

the picture."

U15

ISAA Champs ! ! ! This year Mr. Orlando

led the Under 1 5s to a championship and

proved to the rest oftheir competitors that

they were destined to win. The team as a

whole illustrated that nothing can possibly

stop RSGC from winning another

championship next season at the Under 1

5

level.

BenMunger

"The playmaker.'
Gavin Wiggins: Above: "Team attitude.'

Simon Sutherland: Above: "The big man.' Fraser Buchan: Above: "Jamie Lint, move Shahrooz Nikouei: Above: "Acklcy hates it

when 1 hans; on the run."

mT|H|E| ^3|Ei0lR|G
|
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R.S.G.C. Senior Basketball

The Senior Basketball team came into this

year with the highest expectations (winning

everything). They had a strong nucleus of

four returning starters and seniors: Elliot

Hughes, Mike Kelly , Jamie Lint and Justin

"Cheech" Estacion. The team started off

strong and entered their tournament at Selwyn
House in Montreal with only one loss. They

three-peated as Selwyn Tournament champs
but were eliminated in the semi-finals of the

Independant School Athletic Association

tournament at the hands of Saint Andrew's

College. Although the team didn't acheive

all their goals, they did manage to produce

the most successful record in the schools Back Row: Dan MacDonaW, Wni Jones, Mr. van Herk, Matt Bamngton, Justin Estacion.

, . o • 1 1 1 11 Elliot Hughes, Front Row Jeff Todd..Inrdan Wilson, Galen Davies, James Hall. Mike Kellv.Ji
history. Special thanks go out to all

graduating players and Mr. Van Herk for the

great season. One More thing; can I get a

HELLYA?! Will Jones

Jamie Lint.

)sh Estacion

Dr. J.; Earning his pay

Mike Kelly, Elliot Hughes: Nice clay lor a game eh!

Ellicil Muglus: Fiihng the sl.its shcci.

Jamie l,inl:l p loi ihc iliiiik'

Dan MacDonald: St-ilin' llu- l.ihlo
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Under 16 Basketball

^ **^

tl^f^YP^
Back Rou :Peter Ruta, Mr. Sarellas, Tyrone Bowers-Nigh, Ben McPhee, Adam
Shaw, Colin Simpson, Cam Davison, Geoff Bolton, Front Rou : Cam W allace.

Matt Hudson, Rikesh Kotecha, Michel Mainardi, Jamie Pope

This year's edition of the under 1 6 basketball team was filled

with young players with a thirst for knowledge of the game.

Who would undertake the daunting task of filling Mr. Nakatsu' s

shoes as new coach? Mr. Sarellas was chosen to coach the

team and immediately got to work preparing the boys for what

would be a long competitive season of Independant School

Athletic Association competition. The highlight of the under

1 6's year came in Montreal at the Selwyn House Invitational

Tournament when ( under the coaching of Mr. Thombury ) the

team surmounted almost impossible (well maybe not that

imposssible) odds and emerged victorious. The team didn't

fare as well in the I.S.A.A. tournament but, all in all the team

had a successful year and would like to extend their thanks to

Mr. Sarellas for a fine coaching job.

Will Jones

Mr Sarellas: So tell me again what the score

would be for 20 bucks!
Ben McPhee: Take One Jamie Pope: TakeTuo Cam Da\is()n:Takt- Ihree

Colin Simpson: It's game

time!

Adam Shaw: This one's

going in for sure!

mim 1 1 1

1
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Sr. Hockey Ain't Nut'in to Mess Wit!

This year's senior hockey

team was one with high

hopes. At the start of the

season things look very

good. The team went

undefeated throughout the

season, winning with

scores Hke 7-1 and 12-2. It

was clear that RSGC was a

force to be reckoned with.

The offence was lead by

Darcy Morris and Adrian

Henke. scoring overhalfof

the team" s combined goals.

The defence was a

combined effort by Chris

Hatch. Ben Zelikovitz,

Jamie Sedgwick, and Scott

Sloggett. One of the team's

strongest assets was their

goal keeping. Carr Hatch

played every game with

heart and intensity, it is safe

to say that RSGC was

blessed with the best goalie

in the league.

Records are made to be

broken, and the undefeated

Jack Row; Chris Hatch, Rob McCord, D'Arcy Morris, Jamie Sedgwick, Mark Burroni,

Adrian Henke Front Row; Alex Palalas, Ryan Gulyas, Scott Sloggett, Carr Hatch, Joseph

Ternamian, Ben Zelikovitz. Absent: Anthony Kingsly

season was just that,

broken. This crushing

defeat came right before the

end of the season, in the

second last game versus

Crescent School. This

deflated the team's spirits

and sent them on a

downward spiral. They

went on to lose the next

game to Appleby. Both of

these losses were very

close games but the team

had not lost all faith.

The next hurdle was the

quarter final game vs St.

Andrew's. Earlier in the

season RSGC had defeated

them by a score of 8-2, and

this time they were

expecting nothing less than

victory. The game went as

planned, RSGC stomped

SAC and qualified for the

Independent Schools'

Athletic Association final

tournament.

The Tournament was a

four-team final. The format

was first plays fourth and

second plays third. RSGC
was ranked third going into

the tournament which

meant we were to face the

second place team

Crescent. The team went

into the game with high

hopes, everyone wanted

this win bad, they all could

taste the revenge. The

game started well with

Adrian Henke scoring the

first goal. It was looking

good until the reffingi

started to go sour. Due to a|

little bad luck and alot of

poor reffing RSGC was

defeated in the semi final.

The season had slipped

away.

This year the players

expected a lot, they

expected to win. It's clear

that everyone on the team

worked hard and filled their

role to the best of their

ability. True they did not

win the championship, but

they played the whole

season with heart, and that

is what counts. As thev

say "you win some yuti

lose some."

Scon Sloggen

"With Sedg anJ Sloggett on the top. I led toi the suckers on the bottom.'

Lcfl: A. Henke Right l>. .Morris He shots he.
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Pre Game Cheer: 1 2 3....RSGC KNIGHTS!
B. Zelikovitz and A. Henke team up lo take the lead.

D. Morris: With the goahe that far out of position who couldn't score. B. Zelikovitz: next time trv to remember vour uniform.

;.l|i MH|r.
l ^|. lo|R|GJ ilAHlHl
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Hockey
U/14 U/16

Lets just say the Under

14s lost and the Under

16s had a perfect record

until they beat Ridely.

RyanGulyas
Dave Mc Master: If you don't score I'll kill you.

Takinc it to Ihc board Dear Lord please let me Ir

Shoots he scores

Take your best shot.

Get em bt)ys

1
1 T



Mark Ackely : See that guy kill him.

A.

Man I'm good.

J

More fun than a barrel ot

monkeys.

U/16 : Michael Ast. Dan Bennet. Drew Clark, Cale Cook, Bruce Curtis, Sean Ew ing, Jonathan Lofft, Roy Mahaffy, John Mulvihill,

Sam Pusateri, Paul Silny. James Snider, Stefan Superina. Michael Thomp.son, Michael Usher-Jones, Eric Wynn.

lll|TlHlElfcl£Wl.WNn[I,I
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U/12 Dr. Leatch's Crew

M. Rubes: Double play I!"

Back: Dr. Leatch, Matlhieu Timmins. I'aiil Ircbuss. IVrek Htphurn. Matthew Griffin, Jonathan Tam,

Reggie Barnett. Front: Mark Cole. David Edwards, Scott Ackley, Jonathan Hollby. Absent: Taylor

Townley, Bryan Feheley, William Gunton,

This year's Under/12 Softball team

continued the tradition of a strong

Under/ 12 program. Led by Dr. Leatch.

the team had an outstanding regular

season with a record of 4 wins and 3

losses. Unfortunately, the team had an

offday at the ISAA tournement and lost

the first two games. Altogether, the

learn had a strong season, and shov\s

continued promise for next year.

h. Ih.il s (lulla here R. (Jalner: ".ShouUI I no. or slioukl I slay ,\. Ilarri.s: "See \a later.'
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Hutchison's Slugger's U/14

jack: A. Harris. L.Porter-Taylor, A. .Mitchell, A. McNabb. Front: K. Lau. M. Rubes, M. Wilson,

R. (;ainer. T. Lockett, M. Usher Jones, J. Spears. Abscent: P. Taylor, C. Younger.

Mr. Hutchison's Under/ 14 Softball

crew came out with a strong season this

year. During regular play the team

had a record of 5 wins and 3 losses, and

went to the ISAA Tournament and

brought home the consolation

championship. Hutchison's sluggers

will hopefully all return ne.xt year to

continue a strong Under 14 Softball

team.

-A. Mitchell: 'What do vou want'

\. \lilclull: 1

ATHLET/Ci

M. Wilson. M. I sher-Jones, L.P-Taylor:

MVP. 1 ihiiik so."



Senior

Baseball

The Lineup:

Jamie Lint IB

Mike Popielaty SS

Andrew Bryant CF

Rob Dyer 3B

Marc Burroni 2B

Jonathon Lee C
Matt Donald ROV
Andrew Jones RF

Pat Hayes LF
NiclcYap P

Mark Pearcey Spare

Hall

of

Fame

Here are some RSGC |

hasohall Hall of

Famers. Portraits

created by (clockwise)

Alex Josephson.

Jonathon Kellct, Ken

Adams, and Matt

Donald.
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While the Baseball team dreamed of playing

in Fenway Park Thejunior school bands

were playing all over Beantown.

Kevin Lau leads the seventh innins stretch.

sami



ilcickel Boys Cousing Ruckus

i«ti>t »

.•jii.'jiiijiifinif In

Sr Tennis: Aaron Latner. Michael Thompson. Matt King, Andrew Davison. Rob Clark. Paul

Silny. Pat Fordvce, Micheal Anstey, Harish Maraj, Andrew Hepburn. Al Kelletl, Amir

Fardshisheh. Carr Hatch. Kyle Waters. Stefan Superina and Mark Han molesting Phedias

Diamandis.

Alastair KeUett & Harish Maraj; You know Al does all the work.

U/14 Tennis : Dylan Shvili, Matthew Grimn, Nick Haggar. Talyor Scherberger. Shane

Milne. Todd Curtain, Luke Ostander. .lay Joliffe, Crawford Gordon ;ind Mr. Keenan.

The racket teams had a pretty good year. There were no big championships won

but we still fared alright. Mr. Evans described his Senior and under 16 teams as

fantastic. The seniorteam finished third overall. Victor had agreat ye;ir in third singles.

The under 1 6 team also did well finishing third. Michel Mainardi went undefeated all

year winning third string singles. Mr. Schreiner's under 14s had an average season

finishuig fourth. Honourable mention goes out to Tim Clark and David Jones who

nished third in their doubles season.

The Tennis teams this year had to put up with Mr. Thombury. who took o\ er the

position of coach. Even though the .Sr. Tennis team rankedeighth we know it wasn't

his fault. Phedias made it to the finals of third singles. Thombui^'s under 16 team

did however rank third out often. The team came from a mediocre season and only

lost to Ridley 3-2 in the semi-finals." Thombury concluded. The under 1 4 team had

a heartbreaking season. They finished fourth which was better than last year's fifih.

Star Player Todd Curtain was their best hope for an RSGC top finish but he ripped

his cartilage in the final tournament. Mr. Keenan's tears were felt that day. Overall

it was an eventful year for the birdic and yellow ball boys. H\ Xtnmm lirookei
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David Resser:The birdie dive.

U/lfi Badminlon Ronson Chan. Rickesh Kotecha, Mario
Michel Mainardi: Too fast for film Maruzzo, Michel Mainardi. Drew Clark & David Reeser.

/t Jj
Jr. Badminton: Top: Michael Rieger, Edward, Durrant-Taylor, .\ndrevv

McCutchan, .\dam Dukszta, Ian Humphreys, David Jones, Tim Clark

Joe Ternamian: Badminton player or Ballerina?

^r Badminton: .Marcel Merath, Jamie Bergstra, \ ictor Lee, Chris Barnes, Dan Macdonald,

Joe Ternamian, Amr Kronfol, Philip Blanchette and Keith l.ui.
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GolfTeam

Back: Dougal Bruce, Robert Mellema and Benjamin McPhee Front; Daniel Mitchell,

Cameron Wing and Chris Hatch. Absent: Matt Barrington, Cam Wallace, Fraser Buchan,

Bruce Curtis, Justin Young and Rob McCord.

Track Team

Hack Stuart llilltnliranil. Brad MIgiMKl. and Sand) (iibson. Inml Scoll

AU'vandiT, I'alrick Kordvce. mk\ Jonathan Kcllt'l.

Teams



For all the lazy, '

nathletic students who
need to occupy their

free time after school

^#4-:

vt.

A bunch of new clubs

added this year

Vhat ever happened to

"The Club"?

iijidl^ . ^m



BRAWN
Instead of perfecting

their intellectual know-

ledge, like the Brains of

the school, the Braun

perfect their bodies and

fighting technique. These

students are lead by Ms

Somerv'ille ( Boxing) and

M r . S a r e 1 1 a s

(Weightlifting). Both

make great leaders as

they are very physically

fit. Ms Somerville, a

newcomer to the school,

created a different way

for the Braun of St.

George's to achieve

physical excellence. She

started the boxing club

in which the members

head off to a gym in

Etobicoke, to get out all

the testosterone they can

by punching anything

that moves. The other

club where you can

advance physically is the

weight club which is

headed up by Mr.

Sarellas but run by Mike

Popielaty. This club is

one of the biggest clubs

in the school. Many of

its members are well on

their way to achieving

physical excellence.

Andrew Davison

TOUCiH oi

Justin Ynung
DfPalmaMi

YS : ProiuMike Anslcy, Anir Krimfol, Phi-dias Diamandis.

Back:,|onathan Lee, Andrew Davis, Mil<e Popielaty. Aahren

sMiiL' Fraser Baldrv, (ale Cook, .lames Hall, Ken Adams

DON'T MES.S

BackThe
Boxing Guy,

Ms Somerville,

Ceoff Bolton,

Francis Powell,

I riinl Tomasz

Don Harris,

Cam Davison

Ahseni Andrew

D'Arcv Cook

BrawnV

Nick Boake Shows hiv siiili (Niil Much!!!)
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BRAINS
In our school the (Math). A small

brains take some of contingent of these

their time and instead people, mainly grade

of devoting

S Brains

expand
their
strategic

knowledge

and havefun
touching up their math

skills. The brains are

headed up by Mr.

Paulin (Chess and Go)

and Mr. Doerkson

9s exercise their

problem solving and

logical skills with Mr.

Doerkson once a week

in the Math Club.

livery time Mr.

'aulin goes to the

"ront of assembly to

mnouncea

neeting

)f the Go

:iub I

)ersonally

V n d e r —
vhat it is

ind I believe most

ither people do too.

5o I decided to do

.ome research for

t»-a.

everyones sake and board and try to box

this is what I found the other persons

out. Go is a board pieces in. The game

requires a lot

of skill and

Mr. Doerkson:

Jonathan Abraham:

Others exercise their

brain in a more

unorthodox way by

playing strategy

games. These games

increase their logical

thinking by making

them try to predict

their opponent's

moves and find the

correct move to

counterbalanace.

They play two

different games

Chess and Go. Both

games use the same

skill but in a different

way.

Members Chess/Go:

Alex Lyn, Scott Hong,

Chris Kelly, Michael

Clark, Cameron Conn-
Grant, Mark Pcarcey,

Michael Pang, Brandon

Vasquez, Jeremy Gross,

Mark Williams, Jonathan
Stethe, Amir Fardbisheh,

Marco Longo, Andrew
Hepburn
Math: Ethan Hoddes, Ivan

Chin, Amir kFardshisheh,

Jonathan Abraham,
Victor Cotic

BLAH BLAH BALH
Whats He Talking Abouf

Victor Cotic: HUUUUUN??^??'??

WhatlSGo?

game that is over 4,000

years old. In this

game you place your

pieces in turn on the

patience but

you can learn

the rules in

minutes. I

finally know

what Go is and would

really like to try it.

Andrew Davison Chris Kelly and Michael Clark: GO; An exercise in

inlellect.

T|ap[-Fff|?|'i'F|aiTriT :
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THE FORCES OF TECHHOLOG^
This year the tech crew helped put on the Sr. School and Jr. School

plays. Andy Beadon our leader, Geoff Cowper-Smith and Jamie

Robertson ran the lights and sound for the Sr. School one-act plays.

Numerous things went wrong. A tree was knocked over, lights were

left on, house lights were dipped many times instead of twice and if

you ever have to tell actors to go on stage make sure they're in their

positions before the curtain opens. The web club helps to improve

the school web page using various programing skills. Morgan Brooker

The almighty sound cupboard Brian Sutherland: " Maybe if I pull tighter? Johnah Faico :

" Somebody please get me a ladder."

Rob Murdoch & Andy Beadon Time to die

92
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oful t/i& SFo/H^e^ o/^ffod
I think that I should use this space to clarify a big issue about the

Server's Guild. There may be some of you who think that deep

religious beliefs are a membership requirement. This is not the case.

People that join the Guild have varying levels of faith (even none).

How else can you get to sit up at the altar in the comfy seats away

from the riffraff, go to the party after Eucharist, and attend chapel

without pants? 1 have enjoyedmy five years as a member, particularly

this last year as its head. Dan Medd- Head ofServers Guild

Johnathan Lofft, Johnathan Lee, Mike Popielaty, Andrew Newbury, Rob Murdoch, Andy Beadon, Brad

Allgood, Ivan Chin, Stuart Hillenbrand, Chris Roscoe and our tied up, high, spiritual leader Dan Medd
The pantless server

Same as the above and now Mike Anstey is visible. Absent: Micheal Tiechman and

Morgan Brooker
Stuart Hillenbrand & Mike Anstey: "Wake me when he's done."

Chris Kelly & Scott Hong: www.what did you do.com Ivan Chin " On the fifth day he rose again."

[TMEfflKiriEHrrn
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SPEAKERS' Union
It was a busy, fun, and

successful year for the

Speakers" Union. House

League debating

attracted both neophytes

and experienced orators

and culminated this year

in a classic Winch-West

championship match-up.

Despite a spirited

showing, the team of

Phedias Diamandis and

Eric Wynn (Winch) went

down to defeat at the

hands of Phil Blanchette

and James Boake (West).

Participation in three

rounds of Fulford Cup

debates over the year

resulted in our best

placing for many years:

senior teams of Istvan

Luppino, David Hare,

Rob Mellema, Eric

Wynn, Alex Wolfson and

Ken Adams achieved a

fifth place finish overall

(out of nineteen

schools). Ken's

individual second place

standing (over 34 others)

was a particular triumph.

Juniors--Austin Locke,

Alistair Leyland. Chris

Roscoe, Andrew
Hepburn and Alex

Wolfson--also placed

fifth. Our annual Saucer

tournament in November

was WON by our

outstanding team: Ken

Adams, Alex Wolfson,

and Chris Kelly. At the

International
Independent Schools'

Persuasive Speaking

Competition at Lower

Canada College, the

Georgian team of James

Boake, Istvan Luppino

and Chris Kelly were kept

busy in dramatic

interpretation,
impromptu speaking,

radio newscast,

interpretive reading.

Chris Kelly, .lames Boake, Mrs. Miller and Istvan Luppino

persuasive speaking—and

after-dinner speaking, in

which James Boake

placed eighth out of

fifty-five. At the

prestigious Churchill

Medals Competition

hosted by U.T.S. in May,

our own James Boake

won a silver medal for

his witty and wise speech

on Oscar Wilde's

epigram. "All art is quite

useless. "(James
disagreed.)
Shakespeare -on-the-

Platform saw Simon
Wilkinson narrowly miss

a top placing for his

admirable recitation of

a Shakespearian sonnet

and a soliloquay.

Thank you, James

Boake, for piloting the

Union through a great

year! We look forward

to another, under the

incubent head. Ken
Adams.

-Mrs. Miller

f

Michael Haughton, Alex,Jes.sop,,|anies Boake and Matt Donald

Rookie sensation Lrit \N\nn.
An inlense Dan Mitchell, Mike Koiintain, Mrs. Miller uk! Rob Mellema
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Camera Club
The Camera Club would not have

been this year without the

unconditional support of Dave

Reeser, Ed Birnbaum and Mr.

Viljoen. Without them it would

justbeoneguyandhis camera.

So watch out for the flash, cause

you never know when the

paparazzi will strike.

RobMellema

All of the pictures on this page were photographed by Alex

Palalas.
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The Students ofthe Junior School have

many different clubs and activites to

choose from after school. Amongst

them is Judo, which is shown on this

page, where students are given an hour

to learn how to defend themselves

effectively. The other clubs that they

can participate in include : Debating

(Mr Reid). Latin (Mr Reid), Spanish

(Mr Denis). Drama (Ms Steinhauer).

Chess (Mr McElroy). and Computer

Club (Mr Fowler).

Jr. School Clubs

Some members of the Junior Judo Club: Left: .Jamie Scott, Matthew Yeung, Jonathan Rae, Mark Coli

David Liang, Ewan Cameron. Absent: Matthew Piggot, Wai Luon Choy, Simon Pokorny.

^^. JH
Top: Wai Luon Chan and Matthew Piggol Jonathan Rae and David Liang Michael Veung and Mark Cole

Squash
With support from the

athletic department Harish

Meraj And Dan Mitchell

founded the first ever

RSGC squash team. An

excellent coach was found

in the likes of Mr.

Thornbury. Although the

squad enrolled loo late to

become part ofthe CISAA
they still got a chance to

defeat some of the best

teams in the league. The

team showed both

determination and

enthuisasim with support of

Father Squash ( Harish Meraj

)

We will only see how the

team fares next year.

Halher Squash (Harish) giving:

advice lo Ford it Kronfnl

Senior it (iniler Id Sc|U.ish I\:iins I'hedias Dianiandis. (daili Adrian Thornh
Mark Kan. Phil UatsiiM. (Jeoff Kenihan. Ld Kirnhaum. (iraham Durran

la>lor. David Keeser. Ann Kroiifol. Roh Mellenia. Harish Maraj. Absent: .1

OrlNcd. I)a^id Huang. \n<lrew Ford, .\le\ Josephson. Andrew Newhur>. Pal

Kordvee. Dan Mitchell

vvwwwx
%.
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The Teacher : Jamie Bergstra

La
Legon

The Student : Chris Kelly

One of three masterful productions
produced this year by the RSGC
drama group La Legon was a

magnificent take off of the oripinal.

As we see a student being
intensively taught by a committed
teacher, we find out about the

fundamentals of additions and

1 he L aretakcr : Scott Hong

subtractions. Could it also really be
that the study of languages is in and
of itself a finality? And where is all

this takin" place anyway'^ This is

how the play was described bv the

director Guy Paulin, who did a
fabulous job, that was until the

student was knifed.

Ryan Gulvas

The Three

Directors

(left to right)

Guy Paulin

Gerd Siewerl

Richard Holdsworth
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Andrew Jones, Lexi Turnbuil, Alex Palalas Andrew Bryant, l.e\i Turnbul!, James Hall

Richard Holdsworth, Alex Palalas Gerard de Grandis, Lexi Turnbuil, Marcel Merath

Three Penny Opera

Tim Pyper The Band: Andrew Haust, Josh Estacion, Stuart Hillenbrand, Mike Anstey. Adam Green, Gary Martin
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The

Jar
This year the RSGC drama

department put on a play in

English called The Jar, it was a

true test of nerves trying to

speak with an Italian accent

and stuff people into a jar.

Luckily we soon dropped the

accent and stuck with stuffing

only our smallest member into

the jar, James Boake. In the end

the production was a huge

success and the fumes from our

homemade jar only got to some
ofus. ^ ^ ,

R.Gulyas

^^^^^H



Every yearwhen the prefects are

at a complete loss for skit ideas

( thi s year, thi s was true pretty much

all the time), they "organise" skit

week where each of the grades

and staff does a skit. Here are a

few photos from the grade 1 1 s,

2s, and staff.

A.Haust

Andrew Haust and Twinks

kick offabrilliantly written and

executed skit.

The staffwas so mesmerized by

the excellence ofthe Grade 11
' s

skit that they couldn't

resist ripping it off.

skit week skit week skit week skit week skit week skit

week skit week skit week skit week skit week skit week

llllliME||Gl,!rM,l.lAHll{
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|The Outsiders: S.E. Hinton's powerful compassionate book]

j

about young people is the source ofthis play. The story is told]

from the perspective ofPonyboy, a young 'Greaser" caught up in]

I
territorial battles between the have-it-made rich kids - the 'SocsjJ

r- and his tough underprivileged 'Greaserfamily and friends. In the!

[midst of urban warfare, Ponyboy can't forget a Robert Frostj

poem which speaks oftheir fragile young lives, saying "Nothing!

: gold can stay." This is a play aboutyoung peoplewho are not yet]

^

hopeless, about latent decency in the midst ofstruggle, about not]

[

losing touch with the residual slivers ofgold within us all. A great]

(amount of time and dedication was delivered by the cast and!

'director Ms. Nancy Steinhauer. Participation by other schooLsj
' and the sold-out audience were also appreciated!

iesss^i&Simss^

_L0 L- Jkh
Ihe Greasers: From the wrong side of the track?

11



m
[
Lesley Richardson and Kevin Cupp^were excellent in theirj

mature roles?

if^^i^

[Lovers in a dangerous time: Katie Gilchrist and Ian Patillo?

I Mathew Wilson as Randy, one ot the Socs\^leaders?

V
[ Matt Hayles irdestin^^^^^B Diederik Heisey and Katie]^

I Hollywood^HH|^^B Mercer. These two should star in]

(f^.;':i«^:^'^Vl

LWe are the Socs and we'll kick the @#$* out of any Greaser!

I
liiii'iHiM^iiMoi^i^^i'iAimii i
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[Sr^First:West, Second: Winch Third. York Fourth .Cant
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:^>*t _ ^

fjrPFii^f: YorkJSecondJ'Cant\Third:Wnck^^wth^^n

m
#.

^

^t^* .;\^ ^'ii^ti^JJJrilS^

^Jhey^don'l realize 1 just peed in the w ater

*:r:^-y^-m \^-^^^' if«-

« i»nf ^;»

I I^don't feel like getting'wet.' ^The onlv reason he was first uas thai Muxlow veiled at hin

«aaiL»^/*ji>>

.

lUtiMUiM- '! .-lAi "V ^'

•'•-'V.I r ti n «i.f ^'. ^ .^"

[Neck and Neck] [rthought^wet t-shin competitions^were good

'
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î

Dr. Din'rkson shown ; in his research headquarters where he spend:

Hir in hope of discovering a cure.^ ^ ^-^ **

I. DocikNoii has been researching and

^ studying the phenomenon ofmental flatulence all

his life. Since an early boyhood fascination he

has been motivated to learn more about this

{^ strange conditon. In 1997 Doerkson's studies'

~ brought him to the RSGC campus, an area

notorious forthe disorder, where he has dedicated

himselfto intensive observation ofthis mysterious

occurrence. The mental fart has no bounds.

Everyone is suceptable to its mind-crippling

effects. It can strike at any time and its symptons

may last fordays oronly seconds. The following

are examples ofmembers ofourowncommunity

who have been touched by the sickness known
\

as mental faits.^- by simon Wilkinson &



menstalifaft(s)
/'mnt( )1/ a.

'

'& n LME. [
(0)Fr., or late l^mentalis, &'

\nmefit-,me}is mind: SQQ-AV .] Aad}. /fa:t/n. 1 gen. Of

or pertaining to a condition of the mind in which the

• brain experiences an unforseen emission of a noctious

substance which disturbs the normal functions of the

body including speech and general motor skills.

'i Symptoms include contortion of facial expressions-

'^and in severe cases full body inanimation:
/

'^

N
<J|r ^^

'

In the midst of greeting new parents to the
-"

J;/;' school Mr. Hannaford suffered an

embarassinizh' evident mental flatuation. ^*^^

-^V

%

- Anthony Richards shows that while some i

students who are afflicted with the illness try to

hide their mental farts others flaunt theni^

y^>^

:M
sc up of a disturbnigl> sc\ ere cerebral I

i passinu of wind.

^
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Hot sexy Hot sexy Hot

g^

^

This hloud's CI wild out

These two lovely ladies are single

and ready for action! lonely?
Well you don^t have to be . . .

Sandy likes to work up

a sweat. Any K[
suggestions? \^

These twirls lake no prisoners!

A pmfniatton b\ S. Wilkinum Protltiction%

Alllioni^li a little eccentric this one '.v

Hot soy Hot sexy Hot



wn

^u^i6 ^iaJ

Every year, RSGC is

ible to root through the

masses of untalented

wretches and dig up a

number of truely

talented musicians and

writers.

Here is what they have

come up with...

,_ ^n .i! f .f

.

A^
/ .

/

Copyright 1998 Georgian Productions, A. Haust Design



Jjet '^ ^ ^3^ '^mncjA^ Pif^:
I

The Jazz Band is... (from

left to right top to bottom)

Josh Estacion, James
Petersen, David Hwang,

Andrew Davis, Andrew
Bryant, Adam Green,

Nicholas Yap, Mike Anstey,

Gary Martin. What do they

do you ask? Well every

assembly they play the same

music over and over and over

and over again. What

dedication, and my aren"t they

talented ! ! !
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And the Band played on !

The Concert Band is a compilation of

all the students in the RSGC music

programme from grades 9 to OAC.

They perform on occasion at the school

and go on the band trip. The band

includes: Jeremy Piggott, Cameron
Congrant, Andrew Bryant, James

Robertson,John Maggiccomo, Peter

Metzger, Michael Chen, Michael Ast,

Michael Houghton, Chris Rae,Adam
Green, Jesse Parker, James Snider,

Johan Smula, Andrew Davis, Ivan

Chin, James Peterson, Mario

Maruzzo, Chris Roscoe, Mike Anstey

,

Jonah, Faico, Ian Wynton, Andrew

Newbury, Geoff Bolton

ByRyanGulyas

The Band
Gary Going at it ! !
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JR. SCHOOL COOKS
RSGC is renowned tor its strong musical achievements. The combination of the numerous bands in the junior school led by the

likes of Mr. Martin, Dr.Leatch. and of course Mr. Wade West results in a mixture, a stew if you will of musical mass proportions.

So get out your serviettes and sharpen your knives for full course meal.

chefs

Mr. Wade West likes to work with his hand Mr. Martin busy in the kitchen

Dr. Leatch and his trusty stir stick, his favourite

utensil.

ingredients

Ahiivc ;ire just some nl the icmlerils nl tin.- slt-u H.iik low llfti In nphll Ciini Alt;iiiri', Miit Wilson. Mi. Kilo K.'u ('hris

Rcincck, Clirisliaan lleisey, Sandy Norton. David Kcrr-Vayne Ironi nnv lim Wonu. Shimon I'okorny.
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UP A MUSICAL STEW

appetisers side dishes

I*'

These tasty morsels could satisfy the pickiesi of diners. Tommy Gardener and

Ocrek Hepburn have perfected the dual platter served up on the piano.

the main course

As every good meal is accompanied willi an appreipriate side dish so is our slew. We
have the Arian Pristine Bass Drum special.

Flutes, the perfect dinner music

Bring Dii the stew! Terence Ho delivers the beef

with his steaming horn.

MMo i^N' i^r
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Grade 3-5 Music
Jr. School Music. ..what to say about it?

Well, because no one was decent enough to

take pictures of each of the groups and choirs

(or at least if they did, they didn't take the few

minutes it takes to get them into yearbook) I

can't very well show you everyone in each of

the choirs and bands. But I can. however,

show you a bunch of random pictures from

random events and list everyone involved in

everything so at least they get their name in. I

could take the time to find a picture ofeveryone

and find out what they play but that would take

me hours whereas if someone had taken 5

minutes, it wouldn't have taken me any time at

all. Do I sound whiny and lazy? Well I am...I

have every right to be. It's June 15 (eleven

days after my last exam ended) and I'm tired

and I wanna go home.

- Andrew Haust

A CHOIR
Cameron Alguire. Jon<ilhaii Bell. Adam Bercsford. Timothy Chung,

Adam Dukszla. Bryan Fehelcy, Marihew Hayes. Justin Ho, Jonathan

Holihy. David Kerr-Vaync. fihren I.iuson. Thomas Lotkett. Michael

U)ve. Peter McGralh, Haddon Murray. .Stefan Picol, Matthew

Pipoti, Jamie Scott. Valenlc-Ci<ir|up, Daniel Whistler
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B CHOIR
Durrunl-Tuylor. Crawloid Gordon. Kl-\ in Green, Nicholas Haggar.

Adam Harris. David Hill. David Hurlow, William Lockell. Jacob

Sheenan. Wells Siringham. Francis Teofilovici. Jeffrey Thompson.

Owen Williams
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ENGLAND / SCOTLAND BAND TRIP
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he Gates

Drew Czernik

rade 1

1

St. Peter looked up

om his writing with

faintly bored/

inoyed expression.

"Yes... can I help

)u?" He asked,

aking it clear that he

ould rather be doing

lything than helping

is person and that

)ing so, the person

ould be pathetically

ateful.

"Well," the soul

:gan, "Judging by

y surroundings and

e fact that I can

vidly remember

'ing, I'm going to

sumethat I'm at the

ttes of Heaven,

ereby assuming that

tu're St. Peter." St.

Iter just nodded at

e soul.

'Yes, this is Heaven

d if you'd hurry up

11 try to get you

rough before

Dsing."

•'Closing?"

St. Peter continued

if the soul had not

oken. "First of all,

n going to need

»ur name." He
;tened to the name

as he leafed through his

book. A frown began

to appear on his face.

The soul saw his

expression and started

to get worried.

"What? Why are

you frowning like

that? I've led a fairly

decent life."

St. Peter snorted

and shook his head.

"It never ceases to

amaze me that you

mortals seem to think

that all I ever worry

about is you and your

unimportant lives. If

you must know, I was

actually thinking of

all the paper work

I'm going to have to

do because of this. I

don't see why you

people always have to

come at the end of my
shift. Now, if we

could please continue,

according to my
books, you have in

fact led a good life

with the exception of

a little incident with

marijuana in the

sixties and normally

we could overlook

that, but due to a

recent influx of souls.

Heaven is becoming

seriously
overpopulated and

we've been forced to

cut back admittance.

Right now, we're only

accepting the saint-

like. In fact, the only

person we've let in in

the past six months

was a nun from

Calcutta. I can't

remember her name,

Terry, Tammi,
something like that.

"Ok, ok, I

understand what

you're saying and I

can sympathize with

your problems, but

what do I do in the

meantime? I mean,

you're not going to

send me to Hell, are

you?"

"No, no, don't

worry. We wouldn't

do anything like that.

All that will happen is

you're going to be

relocated to purgatory

for a little while. We
couldn't send you to

Hell anyway. It's

even worse off than

we are. You know, it

amazes me how your

kind just keep

reproducing, we never

had this problem with

the dinosaurs. No,

they had the decency

to go extinct when it

got too crowded.

Mind you, they weren't

exactly well-mannered

either, always relieving

themselves wherever

they wanted to, and

not paying the least

bit of attention to

where they stepped. 1

tell you, we lost more

angels during their

time than we have in

the rest of history.

That's all in the past

though. What I have

here is a form. Just

fill it out, sign here,

and we can both get

on with our day."

The soul took the

form, looked it over,

and began to fill it

out. "Oh, just out of

curiosity, I was just

wondering what

happened to the gates.

I mean, I've always

heard stories of the

Pearly Gates and I

guess I took it literally.

These gates look

like. ..stainless steel?"

"Yes well during

the past century we' ve

come across a little

problem, acid rain.

The Gates were being

ruined so we took

them down and put

them in the museum.

Oh good, you've

finished the form. ..let's

see, everything's in

order and you

remembered to sign?

Good. Now what I

have here is a pager.

When it's your turn to

enter Heaven you will

receive a page telling

you where to go. To get

to purgatory just go

down those stairs and

to the right."

The soul turned and

left tossing his thanks

over his shoulder. St.

Peter watched him

until he was out of

sight. He felt almost

badly for the soul, it

would be at least a

century before the

soul would make it to

Heaven, and purgatory

isn't exactly the most

exciting place. "Oh

well," he said aloud

with a little smi le playing

across his lips. "It's not

as if there's anything I

can do about it." With

that, St. Peter closed

up and went home.
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HAPPY ENDING What it means to be free

\ rival gang is blown away
^ couple bashed because they're gay
look around, there's death. decay
-lappy ending? i say nay.

n the fields the bodies rot

v hero lies where here is shot

^ wounded child lies in a cot
lappy ending? i think not.

)ont be different. dont say "no"

lurt youre friends, stay with the flow
:eep it in, let nothing show
lappy ending? i say no.

'.ook around, it's all so bleak
vt this rate have we a week?
rs not too late to change the tide

lappy ending? you decide.

-AlexLyn

(grade 1 1

)

Mean to an end?

'ou know I've always wondered if we're friends.

can never tell what you're thinking.

like to think we are,

ut, in reality, I'm not sure.

s hard to tell if you're always scheming,

'r whether you're just ethically corrupt.

ou seem so nice at times,

ut then again so did the Eagle.

's tough to get in you're head,

ut if I did would I become prisoner?

-Philip Watson

(grade 1 1

)

Majestic families rise and fall,

but peasant lives outlive them all.

'For God and Country', kings hath said.

But where was their God?

The kings are dead.

Some fought for life and liberty,

but then they took our rights away.

'Forget free speech' is what they said.

We can't be free,

until we're dead.

He worked hard, for his whole life,

but then he died and left a wife.

Her broken heart became a cancer.

Took her life,

and left her children to dance without her.

One day in heaven we'll all be free,

God will then just let us be.

No more 'righteous' preachers will we follow.

Because for heaven,

they're just too hollow.

-Sandy Gibson

(grade 9)

SUN SET

Purple and Pink colour fill the sky

Cumulous clouds pass over the sinking sun

A cool breeze sweeps by me striking me with its

chilling touch

Then disappears into the western sky

Darkness begins to approach

Soon I am surrounded in its blackness

And now I sit in the mists of night.

-Alexander Edmison

(grade 9)
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Ji
o pop

This J5 the house fhat Brown Built This is the tank that destroyed This is the soldier that drove the

the house that Brown Built tank that destroyed the house
that Brown Buitt

The House that Brown BuHt
Inspired by: The Book That Jack Wrote, written by Jon Scieszka

z
fhisbthebulletthathitthesoldier

that drove the tank that

destroyed the house that Brown
Built

ThisistheTianthatshotthe bullet

that hit the soldier that drove the

tank that destroyed the house
that Brown Built

il

The is the rocket that blewup the

tank that squished the man that

shot the bullet that hit the soldier

that drove the tank that

destroyed the house that Brown
Built

This is the house that Brown built...

This is'theTank that squished the

man that shot the bullet that hr

the soldier that drove the tani

that destroyed the house tha

Brown Built

Thisistheblurbattheendofthestor
that tells you about the authors tha

wrote thestorythatarefromgradei
andthat are noTiedBrandonWallace

Peter Brown, Argus Chambers an
the Artist David Bleosby.

Impulse

Every night was the same for Kiam.

His small cabin, dwarfed by the massive

Therold complex to the west, seemed

utterly insignificant to the vastncss of the

land and the endless dark sky above.

Much as the hut felt insignificant, so did

Kiam's soul. His hut was almost half the

.size of a hen house, but much worse

inside. The floor was dirt, and he had

chains for company tonight. His eyes

opened in a Hash of white, a harsh contrast

against the dark, quiet emptiness around

him. He had another dream. He would

tell other slaves of his dreams, his dreams

were usually all the same. He is on the

.slave ship again, a,s he was le.ss then a

Literature

year ago. In his dreams he'd be haunted

by the constant darkness, the feeling of

being chained down and unable to move,

and the feeling of utter hopelessness. But

mostly it was the death that he

remembered. Watching someone as the

look of death filled their eyes, and the

hissing, agonizing noise of a man's final

breath. He lay awake for an hour or so

and then drifted back to sleep, only to

later be haunted by his demons again.

This is how it was on Therold" s plantation,

life wasn't really life for slaves, though

death was real. I had seen him about

several times, but never talked directly to

Kiam before; I had met a slave who knew

him. This was his story.

They got us up arouml 6 most of

the time. They'd come banging on tf

door making an awful ruckus, usual'

yelling and .screaming. When I say the

I mean the overseers. Maren and Jam

were their names, I think. Anyway, barj

in they would, and wouldn't hesitate

give you some harsh kicks in the ribs

you didn't get up on the double. They a

white devils. The boss was a nice m<

though. Well, right after breakfast in tl

cook-house, they'd rush us out into tl

fields whipping your heels if you start(

to lag behind. That day I happened to I

working w ith Kiam in the fields. He w
a big man. fit too. I can say witho

exaggeration he could go almost the whc

day without breaking a sweat. Nev

even seemed tired. Which is stran;

'[



ause around noon, it gets so hot your

ack can feel like it's on fire. Idon'tiiave

ny trouble working. Years of doing the

ame thing every day toughens the body.

'ou got used to things like being dirty,

weaty, and having bugs biting and

uzzing around your ears. Well, that boy

/as easy to get along with I suppose. He

ever did talk much, he was real serious,

actually I could go so far as to say he was

little strange. I don't think he liked

/orking for Therold much. Life on the

lantation IS hard, but I don't mind too

luch. I mean I never did mind working.

nd they feed you well and if you're real

cod you can get pretty high up on the

lantation. I'm talking real wood floors,

ice meals, and even whiskey if you ain't

jeling well. I've been waiting for that

ay. Well this was just like any other day.

was harvesting the cotton along with

Ham as the women came around with

askets. Well sometime after we had

inch, 1 recall him being a little distracted,

le was watching something over by the

laster's porch. When I stopped to look,

saw a dog and a cat. The dog was

estering the cat, nipping at it and such,

ad the cat looked petrified. The dog

ppeared to be in complete control and

)oked like it was having a great time,

inally, it looked like the cat wasn't going

) take it anymore. Suddenly the feline

ot real mad and struck back smacking

le dog right across the mussel. The dog

'ent yelping away. It was the most

elightful thing to see. But my smile

imed into a howl of pain as the overseer

'hipped me right across the back. Later

lat day I remember getting real upset at

im for distracting me, and all he said was

ame trash about how the dog and the cat

ot him thinking. He was strange like I

iid before.

The really important thing that

appened that day though was for the first

me Kiam and I got called into the

laster's house. This was real strange,

obody ever gets to go in the master's

'" ouse other then the master's favourite

' lave, and that wasn't us. When we
"' ntered his chamber, the main thing I

remember was the colours. Man 1 ain't

seen so many colours and nice looking

things in my whole life. That and there

wasn't any dirt on the floor. Well the

master was announcing something to all

the Slaves in groups of two. He said that

in some piece of paper, a will or

something, he was giving us our freedom

after he passed on. I'd never heard the

word freedom before but it sounded real

nice. It meant we didn't have to work no

more. I was real happy, 1 almost hoped

the master would die soon but I kicked

myselfforthinking something so horrible.

Kiam was happy too I think. He didn't

really show it if he was though. He

seemed real serious. Well we both went

to our cabins for the night after that. I

couldn't sleep I was so excited thinking

about the freedom I'm going to have. I

was thinking about the nice bed I'll buy,

instead of a bag of hay. Kiam had other

things to do that night other then think.

So I heard, I wasn't there. I know because

ofLily , the boss' s belly-warmer that night.

It was just after nightfall he left his cabin,

he hadn't been chained up that night. As

he walked westward, he looked up at the

starlit sky. The moon shone large and

brightly, as if showing it's domination

over the many small insignificant stars. I

think Kiam felt like a star that night,

maybe that's why he did what he did. He

knew what he had to do. I don't know

how he knew where he was going, but

next thing he knew he was outside Master

Therold' s door. He stared at the door, his

face set like a mask in grim determination.

As he opened the door, the door of

opportunity, I think he knew things would

never be the same now. In the master's

bedroom chamber, in the shadows, he

watched as the master was acquainting

himself with Lily. He had to have

hesitated, had a second thought, but it

didn't show in his actions. Lunging from

the darkness, he grasped the candlestick

on the night table and right then and there

smashed in the master's head. I bet the

master died right then, but Kiam didn't

stop there, he kept right on striking many

more times. Blood sprayed on his face.

NMoi4-i'miiii:

clothes, hell all over the room. When
Kiam finally stopped, that is when he

noticed Lily for the first time. He had

been so determined, so focussed that he

didn't even realize she had been staring at

him from across the room. Throughout

the brutal display of carnage, Lily didn't

so much as scream or look away in disgust.

She just stood there and stared at him

grimly, giving him a look as if saying:

"Do you realize what you have done?!"

And it was then I think he did. As if

waking from a dream, his eyes opened

like watermelons and he let out a low

high pitched scream as he sank to him

knees. Dropping the candlestick, he put

his blood-soaked hands to his face. After

several minutes, he did something real

strange. He picked himself right up, and

walked right out the door he came from.

He walked clear across the plantation

back to his cabin. When he got there he

just sat there silently. Not moving, not

speaking, just sat there. Thinking I'm

sure, but mostly waiting.

I woke to bells ringing and hooting

and hollering. It was morning and no

doubt they had found the master dead.

Well it doesn't take a smart man to know

when they found Kiam they pinned him

with the murder, all covered in blood and

such. I ain't seen him since, I hope he's

ok.

He was a little strange, but I liked him. I

wished he hadn't killed the master. Since

then there's been a new master. He ain't

nearly as nice. Things are a lot worse

now. I think I know why he wanted to kill

the master, so we could have our freedom

and all. He could have got away with it to

ifhe had cleaned himself up, but he wasn't

the murdering type and paid for it I

suppose. I wish he hadn't done it; I could

have lived without freedom, I mean I get

by just fine with the bed I have I don't

have to have one of those nice ones. He

should have just accepted the way things

were, the way God's made things. Why'd

he have to change things?

JeffTodd

Grade 1

1
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CONTROL

You walk where the path is made.

You eat what you are fed,

You sleep where you are forced to lie.

And you play when those around you tell you it is time.

How do you choose?

To love, to hate, to ignore.

Those are your choices.

Yet are you even aware you are making a choice?

How do you express yourself?

In a world so foreign, yet it is home.

Home is home, and that is all that matters.

If only you could understand.

To have no control over your own destiny.

To have no concept of what you are, or what anything is,

To be in the care of those you are forced to befriend.

And yet you must trust these people for they are all you have.

It must be scary, to have no control and no understanding.

It must be boringto have little to do, little to work towards.

Yet at moments I envy you, for life is busy.

And simplicity seems like the ultimate paradise.

by Christopher Barnes, grade 11

COMA

I wander lost, blind and confused in shadows of darkness,

I hear noises loud and soft around me, always around me
Never near, but yet never far away;

I run for them, only to be shrouded once again in darkness, in sounds,

I become confused and frustrated.

I reach as if to grasp, but am only met with the emptiness

I feel a hand upon mine but see none

I reach but am only surrounded by emptiness and darkness

I scream but only hear the echo of my voice

I am alone and lost

I reach and grasp but only find myself in emptiness,

the emptiness of what seems to be

death.

Just because I'm fat.

Just because I wet my pants.

Just because I'm short.

Just because I'm dumb.

Just because I have acne.

Just because my clothes don't fit.

Just because I'm unathletic.

Just because I'm poor.

Just because I smell

Just because I don't wash.

Just because I get bad grades.

Just because I have glasses.

Just because I don't sleep at nights.

Just because I don't eat.

Just because I don't talk so much.

Doesn't make me any less of a person.

By Matt King, grade 9

by: Alexander Edmisom, grade 9

laR o' BeEs

Bees, bees everywhere, I see them near and far.

Bees, bees everywhere, let's put them in ajar.

Bees, bees everywhere, they have a nasty sting.

Bees, bees everywhere, they make me want to sing.

Jar o' Bees, Jar o' Bees, the greatest toy around.

Jar o' Bees, if they get loo.se they'll chase you round and round.

Jar o' Bees. Jar o' Bees, I can watch them all day long.

If you eat a Jar o" Bees it'll make you big and strong.

Little bees, little bees, with their great big buzz.

Little bees, little bees, I love them just because.

Little bees, little bees, have such a tiny mass.

Yel if you arc allergic, iheir sling will kill your ass.

Bees, bees, everywhere, they come both large and small.

Bees. bees, don't mess with them, they'll sting you short or tall.

by Jonathan Kclclt. grade 1

1
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Other than the longer

periods,

new teachers and

/arious other changes,

Ithis year pretty much J^
remained "same old,

same old".

M.^ ^ MH
Copyright 1998 Georgian Productions, A. Haust Design



first day

Alerted by a strange

noise in your bedroom

you clumsilyjump

from your covers. It's

seven o'clock in the

A.M. and you haven't

been up this early in 2

Vi months. You locate

the cause ofyour

awakening, a small

black box with

bleeding red letters,

and as your brain

begins to solidify you

realize it' s the first day

of school and the last

few hours of summer.

Welcome back to

hell.

The whole day is

filled with the

stomach ache of

receiving your

locker combin-ation

and speaking about

the summer in the

past tense.

Speeches by princi-

pals and talks on

setting goals by ad-

visors; you smirk at

the contrast

between freedom

and school; between

summer and the rest

of the year.

You wake with a

spring to the com-

forting sound of the

friendly alarm

clock that wishes

you a happy day

on your way to

the place you've

been missing for

the past 2 Vi

months, Royal St.

George's College.

"Hey allmy friends

are here with great

stories from their

summers." "Can'

wait for the princi

pal's speech tha

should be exciting."

This whole day

filled with a euphorit

feeling as I ste|

lightly and eager!;

down the hallway t(

the rest of the year.

S. Wilkinsor

Or

Jesse Parker, Stuart and Joseph Hillenbrand, iind Dylan Shvili Mike kellv, Kub Schellckens and Elliot Hughes
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political
No return to school is

complete without a political

specialist. Gwyn Dyer, a

journalist and astute

communicator with an

optimistic interpretation of the world's current

state, joined RSGC students in the chapel for a

discussion of the future of Canada, the world,

and the individual.

Unfortunately few people had the attention span or

vocabulary to absorb this man's lecture. The grade

nines might as well have been playing baseball, as for

the rest of the grades they

did successfully maintain

consciousness, though

when asked what they got

out of it replied with a

rhetorical expression of stupidity.

This man is a great thinker and ifwe were only more

responsive we may have learnt something of

importance, a positive perspective.

guest

kilcoo

What more could

you ask for. With

food, water,

shelter, mud and

practical guidiuice

forfuture academic

and career

decisions, the
Dirty men ,n Dirty places

^^^^^ had it all.

Tiis annual trip is an essential process in the bonding of the OAC's

oth between themselves and with the staff. This excursion offers the

X)ls for a successful last year atRSGC iis well a shiatsu-kicking good

me.

Simon Wilkinson

Get a load of this guy!
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High Park Run

Christie; "I'd be lying if T tnld

you I was happy to be here."

In late September of

every year, we are

herded down to High

Park for the anual

cross-country run.

This is the first Httle

break we get in the

year if you consider

running through

High Park fun.

Ofall the years that

this has been taking

place, this was the first

year it was made part

ofthe Terry Fox Run.

This means that

anyone who raised

$50 or more in

pledges receives 2

hours ofcommunity

service (whoopee).

That's about all the

is to say about the

run this year. Oh

yeah, there were no

after-activities and

look around the pag

for stats and the Dirt

Dozen and such.

The Dirty Dozen;

(/ r ) Andrew Haust( 1 2 ), Colin Simpson( 11), Mr. HannafordI 1 ),

Mr. Keenani 9 1, Mike Kellyl H ). Jamie Lint( 7 ). JeffTodd( 6 ),

Anthony Kinsley( 5 ), Michael Popielaty( 4 ), Rob Mellenia( 5 ),

Patrick Fordicei 2), Brad Allgood(l)
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l^m^^S. A
Burroni:

"No one in my own grade likes me."

A-Run

1. Cant = 845

2. West = 820

3. Winch = 805

4. York = 715

Overall

1. Cant = 1 295

2. West = 1 220

3. York = 1 200

4. Winch = 1 125

B-Run

1. Cant = 450

2. West = 390

3. Winch = 320

4. York = 485

Participation

Cant = 51

West = 50

York = 54

Winch = 57

6cw\of 6cV.oo\ 6v<f\>e\\

For lack of anything better to put in this space, I decided

to do a random survey of a bunch of people in the Senior

School. So, along with one Drew Czernik, I wrote this thing

up and distributed it to a bunch of students, mainly grades 10,

11, and 12s and, well, here are the results:

il.
One of the questions dealt with what Fr. Peter talked

bout the chapel service prior to when this survey was

aken. Most people couldn't remember what he talked

bout and just wrote "Subway?" Unfortunately, a

hapel service took place right in the middle of the

urvey and he actually did talk about the subway. So

nyone who took this survey after the fact probably

new what he talked about whether they remembered
not. The final results? 38.9% knew what he talked

bout, 67.7% didn't, and 5% weren't there.

.2. There were 2 questions dealing with whether or not

>eople agreed with selling "Get Out of Jail Free" cards

or $10. Here are the results: 49.1% - didn't like it;

bought it was teaching us to buy our way out of trouble

.0.5% - like it; it is not teaching us to buy our way out of

rouble 33.33% - like it but think it's teaching us to buy
lur way out of trouble 7%' - didn't understand the

luestion.

6. Underwear
boxers - 61.5%

briefs - 7%
both - 14%
neither - 17.5 %
7. My pants are:

Reasonably fitted

around my waist -

62.5%

Around my butt -

37.5%

8. Should RSGC
go coed?

Yes - 84.2%

No - 15.8%

9. Did you get into

Starship Troopers?

Yes - 45.6%

No - 40.3%

Didn't try - 22.8%

10. Do you miss
Mr. uh... D.?
Yes - 51.7% %
No - 48.3%%

13. For the...uh, "Heck"

of it, I asked asked what
people's favourite band
was. I'm not sure

whether or not I was
intending this to be

taken seriously or not,

but I got varying
answers. I think I got a

few Raffis. the Muppets
Band, Hanson, and a few

others. As for the ones

that were actually

serious (asuming those

weren't), there are too

many of them to list so

I'm not going to bother.

It was a stupid queery.

14. Finally, there was a question that asked "what do the Prefects do?" This was

designed mainly to get amusing answers. Of course, the only really amusing

ones are unprintable (at least the ones that are amusing to the mind of a

hormonally driven teenaged boy). The general response was "The prefects do

nothing" written in varying degrees of politeness. Whether they actually

believe this or just thought they were being funny or cool, I don't know. Overall,

the hope that I might actually get some funny answers went unfulfilled so I shall move

on. Oh yeah, this question was in no way meant to put down the Prefects. I'm sure they

do their job well. ..whatever it is.

1. How often do you use the INTERNET
for productive purposes?
never - 25.4% sometimes/when I need to -

59.3% always - 11.8 %
2. Who is the epitome of masculinity?

Brad Pitt - 20% Marky Mark - 8%
Jughead - 35.5% Bob Saget - 2.2%

Woody Allen - 6.66% Twinky - 40%
Other answers to this question included: Richard

Simmons, Mr. Muxlow, and Rosie O'Donnel

3. Do you think the number 13 is evil?

Yes -21.1% No -78.9%

4. How many courses are you taking

that you think might actually be useful

later in life?

This question got a number of answers. The choices

were: None, from 1-7, or All. Most people probably

just pulled numbers out of the air, but in terms of the

two defined options, 22.8% said "none" and 15.8% said

"all", [hmmmmm]

5. Who is your favourite Spice Girl?

Posh Spice - 28.1% Ginger Spice - 26.3%

Sporty Spice - 0% Scary Spice - 12.2%

Baby Spice - 15.8% Backstreet Boys - 17.5%
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AhOcktoberfesl!!

Atradition celebrated

world-wide in October

where people eat. drink,

and feast to their hearts

content. At RSGC.

five beer for staff and

soft drinks for the

students.

The real interests of the

day are staff and student

contests: the strudel

eating, the stein holding,

and the mug slide. This

the mug slide. It takes true

strategy, leaves no place

for cheating or false

judgement. It is a simple

act of who can slide a beer

stein across a table closest

to a given line.

Oh. and let us not forget

TwiNKY AND THE
Strudel Eating

Contest
however, we bring our

own twist to the day. The

German class organizes

and makes lunch special

for staff and students. As

expected, there are

German delicacies to eat

including sausages,

bratworst, strudel. and

jumbo pretzels with point

year the strudel-eating

champion was Jason

George despite the fact

that Jason "Twinky" Lee

ate more, illustrating his

intense Georgian spirit.

The event which sticks

out the most in my mind is

Mr. Martin and his polka

band with special guest

Mr. Hannaford on drums

provided the music and

entertainment for the days

festivities.

Ben Muniier

\liii\c: .liimio lint \ .lamic .ScdjjwicI

.siRi;i)i;L iiMi: ::

I.i'fl: \iul> lU'iidon \ lim Pyper: Hnnk
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Halloween!! A day which

is an excuse for staff and

students to dress up and

behave in a way that

usually isn't accepted as

appropriate Georgian

behavior. The Junior

Some costumes of note

were in fact the staff

costumes. Who would

have thought they had it

in them! Mr. Holdsworth

arrayed in satyrical

splendor as a satyr for

She took an original

approach and made

herself out to be a WW II

air gunner who

unfortunately was

victimized by a bullet to

the head (while in action

Librarian shot

IN THE Head
School as usual, engages

in Halloween traditions of

apple bobbing, fishing

for eye balls, and

mummifying one another

with toilet paper. The

Senior School on the

other hand just got to

dress up and go to class

in outrageous costuines.

the occasion. Mr.

Orlando dressed as a

cowboy, went around

school promoting "get

out of jail free"'cards, a

"Sheriff Orlando"

innovation which allows

Senior School students

to miss a detention. And
then there was Ms Hall.

of course).

The big event of the day

was the best costume

award which went to

Sammy Pusateri who

dressed up as a

prostitute. What a sight!

Ben Munser

Above: Joe Ternamien: Lady killer

l-efl: Alex Jo.sephson & Mr. Lee: The road trips gel kincia lonely.

TiTR^rm^^lTRl
'
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This year grades

nine through

OAC celebrated

Halloween a little

differently. Instead of

dressing as ghosts and

goblins they wore their

suits and ties. Ourautumn

/^^ T>^

semi happened October

31" on a boat called the

Jubilee Queen. This year

all the Georgians were able

to make it in and Mr.Kerr

wondered if the teachers

really behaved better than

the students. The boat had

\fy

a very nice downstairs

areaand upstairs therewas

a dance floor and bar.

Even though nobody

needed to pray to the

porcelain god there was

still a large line up for the

Waoh Roomo. With

ff

around 200 attending , two

small stalls were not quite

enough for the thirst-

quenched Georgians and

their dates.

Apres la semi Dan

MacDonald held an after

party for all who attended.

The party didn" t stink bi

the house smelle

like. ..thanks to a m
exactly with it Georgiai

Even though most peopl

were outside all nightthe

still managed to enjo

themselves. This semi wi

be a hard one to top.

Morgan Brooke

Dave Hare: 'MMM. Thirsi quenching" John Maggiacomo Mr. Thornbury : "11 Ihcrc's grass on ihc liclJ, pla\ b.ill'

I riini l.cll Mr. Kerr. Ken(lr> Walsdii. Mr. I.ee, t'hris

Ford, Mr. Thornbiir\. Hen Miinger and some .Skid

I Ik- inniois ,uul Ihc hc.isl Brian lodd. .lamie Kerciison-WiHids. (ieolT Hollon, .loh;ii

Sniiila. Alexander Jessop and .lamie l.ini
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Teachers Clean - Up in

Semi Awards
Tonsil Hockey Award : James Hall

Robbing Tlie Cradle Award: Jeff Todd

Minuet Bull Award: Afrim Pristine

Boxers Award: Mike Anstey

My Suit Cost More Than My Date : Alexis Levine

Well over The Legal Limit: James Cole

S*?! House Award: Dan MacDonald

We Keep Getting Older But They Stay The Same Age: Mr. Lee,

Mr. Thornbury and Mr. Muxlow

Three Strike Award: Rob Mellema

My Date Dumped Me The Night Before The Semi: Jonathan Lofft

Recycled Date Award: John Hankinson

Drew Pearson Memorial: Matt Barrington

istin Wallace and Mr. Muxlow
"Are we GQ or what?"

Ready for action. Mr. Hannarord:

Dirty thoughts

am Wing : Doe.s anybody know

what a WAOH ROOMO is ???

Jamie Lint:

"Why is this song so good?

.Vndrew Jones:

I lo\c \ou Sweet Leaf
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CAROL SERVICE

Michael Von Teichman, Daniel Medd. and

James Boake play their part in the celebration.

Dr. Bryant with a member of the schools

choir that provided festive carols for the

occasion.

VARIETY NIGHT

Above: Dave Hwang provides a variety of facial

expressions for the crowds enjoyment while

perfonning with his yo-yo.

Above; I he horns yet tunks.

Right: Mr. Wade West gets his tubes tied.

I ar Right: Diederik Heisey and Paul

Trebu.s get down.

^^V^a''*' ^^^^^^^I



SUCCESSES

Don Harris suceeds in winning the competition in his division

and also at i<eeping his eyes closed throughout the entire prize

giving.

Right: The crowd suceeds in giving Tyrone

Bowers-Nigh a title he deserves.

mWm

Mike Kelly suceeds in

electing his winner.

PUBLIC SPEAKING

Above: Phedias Diamandis the official time

keeper fails to stay interested in his assignment.

Left: The judges fail to be influenced by the numerous

bribes that they were offered.



Spice Overload

Lefi - Right: Manly Spice (Rob Clarkl. Ugly Spice (Rob Murdoch), and Fat Spice (Morgan Brooker). Simon Wilkinson; Like a Rhinestone Cowboy

Are lhe\ really supposed to be the Spice Girls'

Lett Kghl Phiriias Dianiandis. Alex Palalas, Miran Ternamian,

At least they're not the Spice

Joe Ternamian. Is that motor oil I smell'

Girls.

The annual St.

George's Lip Sync

tiiok place on Feb.

19. Ketchum Hall was

packed full of anxious

students from both

St.George's and many

other private schools. The

participants included girls

from Branksome, Havergal,

St. Clement's, and Bishop

Strachan School. The

competition is usually very

diverse, but this year it was

not this way. The most

popular group of the night

had to be the Spice Girls,

they were performed by

everyone inciudingagroup

of very brave and strange

boys from St.George's.

Kven though the Lip Sync

was packed full of Spice

Girls, the winner was a

perfomiance put on by a

group of girls from

Branksome Hall. They

performed a medley of

Madonna hits from her

early years right up to the

present.This year's Lip

Sync proved one thing it's

quality not quantity that

counts.

Scott Sloggett

llapps l.indingsl

1.^8
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Drama In The House

Elliot Hughes and Dan Medd in Westminster';

ponrayal of The Black Adder."

iniian Abraham ni Cants Performance of

Twilisiht Zone,

the "Twilight Zone", the captain of the lost

ship is played by Mike Kelly.

Elliot. Dan and Adam Clark Hex their acting muscles

Arden Church and the author Ryan Mulvihill show off their acting talent in the Winch House production of

"Guvs Niaht Out."

H ouse Drama, a

boring afternoon

ofplaysputonby

a few select students." This

is the usual feeling of St.

George " s students after the

dreaded afternoon of

drama. This year the feeling

was much different. The

first thing that improved

this instalment of house

drama was that the first

three plays were well

thought out. and well

acted.

One of the highlights was

the Winch house play,

written by one of RSGC's

students, Ryan Mulvihill.

He also played one of the

lead roles. The play was

called "'Boys Night Out".

The students from West

house presented their

version of the "Black

Adder". Simon Wilkinson

played the role of the

servant. For his efforts he

was awarded best comedic

performance. As for Cant

house Mike Kelly followed

in his brothers foot steps.

They performed a

"Twilight Zone" episode.

The final standings of the

competition were Cant

third. Winch second, and

the winner was West.

One of the biggest

surprises of the afternoon

was the controversial York

house performance. The

general view of this

portrayal of "The Rocky

Horror Picture Show" was

that it was sloppy and

poorly acted. It would be

safe to say that many would

not even have known what

they were watching, even

those who have seen the

movie. This was a

disappointment to many

people. By no means was

this year's house drama

borina.

Scott Sloagett

t iiiiTm ^^KW



The Norval Adventure:

Fun For The Whole Class
BY Andrew davison

\(l;ini Winstcm: f nil ol hot air.

Trips

Juvi ( hilliii MidiMi'l Rii(;ir. Vdiim Ucrcslorl. .Icfl riiciiii|isiin. Ojnid ,|(ine>. Ad:
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Grade Nines... let loose in

OUR Nations Capital
Idow: Andrew Potts-Robinson: Did

I Someone »iav Ice Ca"am '''

Below: Can anyone spot John Mul%ihill

Stuffing his face'''



Outward Bound
This spring marked the first ever visit to Outward Bound by the St. George's grade 1 Is. Little did

we know, but we "city slickers" were in for a new experience. We were treated to a warm welcome

by a group of friendly counsellors. We were split into groups of 8- 1 for the week and given the

essentials needed to survive for the week while the rest of our luggage was stored away until the end

of our stay. Throughout the week, the groups performed many activities geared towards individual

leadership. For many, highlights of the trip were the overnight hike in Algonquin Park and the

intricate ropes course. It was a new experience for many, one which we weren't always sure we

enjoyed, the grade 1 1 s adapted well. by Darcy Morri;

Alex Lynn: ""We made it over the wall, now if I could

only remove Arden"s head from my crotch!

James Clay and Adrian Henke; Mr. Thornbury: "I didnt think tl

a.k.a.Tweedledee and Tweedledum Outward Bound experience would

so painful.

Offwith his head 1



Quebec City

A good time was had by all on the

Grade 10 trip to Quebec City. They

were chaperoned by Mr. Paulin,

Mr. Doerkson. Mr. Love and Mrs.

Miller. The boys went to visit the

3D "QuebecExperience."'

.Mr. Lo\t>: "Ahhh. please keep \our hands to \iHirselt' Mr. Doerkson.

Ed Birnbaum: Some people will do an\ thing for

attention.

Topher Bennett and Nick Boake:

We stand on cuard for thee!

Jason George. Paul Macchionni, .Alistair

Leyland and Dave Reeser: The Spice Bon s

V} rciiu' Bdwcrs-Nciiili Whip nie--r\e been a had. bad bo\.

I

Donny Harris: Head and shoulders

above his made.

Is that Alistair Leyland or is

Gianni Versace still ali\e.
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New York

Mr. Mu\lo«. Mr. \ iljoen. Mr.Lee, Mr. PengellyiSo where to tonight hoys' Rob Murdoch, Rob Dyer. The Mad Hatter: Three ot a kind

A whole bunch of Georgians:Let's smile and give it up lor New York.

? ^



Washington
nMulviStory by Ryan Mulvihill

Ryan Muivahill & Crew: You'll be seeini; more of me. CounI on it Andy Beadon & Ryan MuMhill: Whal did 1 tell

Mr. Kerr, Cheech, Kendry Watson, Ryan Mulvihill: Do I see a

pattern forming'*

The Jefferson Memorial: At niaht ... MuivihiM's inside Marc Burronl,.laniieSed)ieHlck, Jamie Lint: He\ Mulv. hurr\ up

and takethe picture!
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|L -5^ Right: Damian: Ifyou want

Mike and Dave : Director and Camera

Man

Mil<e and Rvan: What's takinjz so lonj:

Robbery ]

Mr. Miivlow :" Hey baby vvani a rule'

Lett to Right: Siolt,.lames, l)a\e, lo

Makiiii;
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Left: Mike: "What do you

mean I was supposed to

press record."

1 Progress

Ryan: "Hey he's not

the camera guy"

bv A. Davison

Andrew: Here he comes to save the day it's

the sound guy.

Mulvihill and Elliot :Don't mess with the best.

Iliot, Mulvihill,Mr. Muxlow, Geoff

/Movie
Mulvihill: Yeah Boy

II inn
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Things

From
Spring

By Ryan Gulyas

Knowlton Nash addressed the Senior School. He is pictured here with Ben Sharma. Mr. Hannaford. Jan

Boake, Mr. Nash, Alastair Kellet, Elliot Hughes, and Ken Adams.

The junior

school dance
Where the girls run

rampant, the guys

go wild, andyou just

can't get enough
fun.

Back: Andrew Harris, Middle: Darcy

Morris' sister & 3 friends. Front: Ian

Humphreys. Adam Dukszta. Tim
Clark, Chris Fisher & 6 unknown

beauties.

Foreign Language Classes

I wish i( was Saturday! Scrva.sc porfavor. that's tunny Andrew Jones: I haven't learned a thing.
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Spring
forth
from
Sudbury.

The guvs from grade nine. Rankin in his element.

Junior
Debating

don't
mess
with us

we'll win!

:k to Front: Shane Milne, Robert Parker, Evan Norton. Robin Thomas Locliett and Robin Gainer: "Bring it on!:

iner, Thomas Lockett & Tim Wong - We came, we saw. we

quered!

Get ajob you lazy %&$# ! ! !

Careers Day a Success

\ W~ WW

I love my job. Work sucks stay in school. 1 feel really sorry for you guys "Blah blah blah". 1 wish I had gym right now.

JWWTOSX
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lam Shaw & Alex Palalas: "Why is the baton all sticky?" Theboysrepresenting West; Matthew Wilson, Jay Jolliffe, Sam Bennett and Thomas I.ockett

Andy Beadon and Simon Cook-Roffey: "We running mentally with you.'

The last big house league event of

the year. The fun of running.

jumping, throwing, sitting, chess.

sleeping and the ocassional

vomitting. It's the final day when

you can try to gain some points for

your house because you felt

guilty that you weren't involved

enough. The event that the in- shape andjocks lo\ e and

the fat and lazy hate. A day for a great physical

workout or for Mrs. Mustard to write up a really long

detenionlist. All of these elements are a part of Track

and Field day. Bw Morgan Brooker
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RSGC Athletic Awards 1997-98

Most Improved Soccer Player: Marcel Merath

Edw ard Assaf Memorial Trophy MVP: Elliot Hughes

and Phil Blanchette

Junior School Soccer Award: David Kerr-Vayne

Most Improved Volleyball Player: Michael Anstey

Volleyball Trophy MVP: Andrew Bryant

Junior School Volleyball Award: Evan Nortan

Most Improved Cross-Country Runner: Amr Kronfol

Ferguson Aw ard Excellence in Cross Country Running:

Brad Allgood

Most Improved Hockey Player: Alex Palalas

JAY. McMaster Trophy Sr. Hockey MVP: Darcy Morris

Junior School Hockey Award: Sam Bennett and

Graham Atkinson

Most Improved Skier: Morgan Brooker

Trusler Ski Trophy: Rob Clark

Lomax Memorial Trophy: Will Jones

Most Improved Basketball Player: Nicholas Hagger

Bowlby Trophy Senior Basketball MVP: Jamie Lint

Junior School Basketball Award: Cameron Alguire

Most Improved Tennis Player: Patrick Fordyce

Tennis Trophy: Mark Han
Most Improved Badminton Player: Mario Maruzzo

Badminton Trophy: Michel Manardi

R.K. Eraser Trophy Track & Field MVP: Stuart

Hillenbrand

Junior School Track & Field Award: Jonathan Bell

Most Improved Softball Player: Paul Trebus

W.E. Wilson Senior Softball MVP: Michael Popielaty

Junior School Softball Avvard:Alex McNabb
Most Improved Golfer: Eraser Buchan

Golf MVP: Robert Mellema

V.C. Pascoe Trophy Junior School Best Athlete: (Jraham

Atkinson

J.S. Robinson Trophy. Grade 9 Best Athlete: Paul Silny

A.C. Tudhope Trophy Grade K) or 11 Best Athlete:

Michel Mainardi

J.S. HousserTrophy Senior School Best Athlete: Andrew

Bryant

A.D.'s Award (the individual who conlribuled the most

to the athletic program): Dave Hutchinson

RSGC Athletic Letters (for oulsianding conlribution

over the years): Jamie Lint, Elliot Hughes, Mike

Kelly, Marc Burroni, ( arr Hatch, Phillip Blanchette,

and Andrew Brvant

Andrew Bryant Receiving one ol hi

including the athlete of the year.

Mr.Evans presenting Michel

the arade 10-11 Athlete of the

Manardi w it j

Year .Auard.

Will .limes Rccenirig the Lomax Memorial Trophj Michael Topielaly reeei\ing the Senior .Softk

froniMr. VanHerk.lhescniorhaskelballcoach. Award from Mr. Kerr

Ls:

The Year



, ,, , _ . , ,, Alex Palalis & Marc Burroni receiving Mr. Lee and Mr. O'Learv presenting Darcv Morris with the J.W. Mc Master Sr.
rk Han receiving the Tennis Award from „. ,, , .,,,,,-,. ,

^. . Hockey Colours from theircoach MrO Learv- Hockev MVP Trophy.

[inie Lint receiving the Basketball MVP Robert Mellema receiving the Golf MVP RSGC's " mob.t improved" pose tor a photo at the Athletic Banquet,

.'ard from Mr. Van Herk. A\\ ard from Mr. Cooper.

iimasLockettspoakingatthc Athletic Banquet. Mr. Hutchinson receiving a retirement gilt from

Mr. ()"Lear> and the statf.

"Drink Up"

fflTTT
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1 llG vJSC&rS» • • and the winner is !

Sr Prize Day Awards

Junior History Award: Andrew Hepburn, Intermediate History Award: Matthew Beatty

and Drew C/ernick. OAC Canadian History Award: David Robinette and Jamie Sedgwict;,

OAC Modern World History Award: Amr Krontol. Junior English Award: Sandy Gibson

and Chris Roscoe. Intermediate English Award: John Omura and Peter Beilingham, Senior

English Award: Robert Mellema. Senior English Writing Award: Nieholas Yap. Latin

Award: Amr Krontol. Junior German Award: Jonah Faico and Jim Morrison. Senior

German Award: Gerard De Grandis and Tim Pyper. Junior French Award: Andrew Potts-

Robinson. Intermediate French Award: Justin Leung. OAC French Award: Ken Adams

Patrick Fordyce and Chris Kelly. Junior Music Award: Chris Roscoe. Intermediate Music

Award: Jonah Falco. Senior Music Award: David Hwang. OAC Polotics Award: Alastair

Kellett. The Acolyte Award: Dan Medd, OAC Philosophy Award: Robert Mellema. Senior

Drama Award: Simon Wilkinson, Most Improved Actor Award: Ryan Mulvihill. Junior

Drama Award: John Omura. Ian Bonnycastle Award: Andy Beadon. Spotlight Award:

Jamie Bergstra and Chris Kelly. Best Supporting Actor: Alex Wolfson. Drama Club Trophy :

James Boake. Junior Debating Award: Alex Wolfson, Senior Debating Award: Ken Adams.

John R. Latimer Award: Chris Kelly. Senior Persuasive Award: James Boake. Grade 9

Community Service: Ivan Chin and Patrick Taylor. Grade 10 Community Service: Jason

George. Grade 11 Community Service: Noah Cole. Grade 12 Community Service: Michael

Popielaty. OAC Community Service Award: Amr Krontol. Pythagorean Award: Michael

Usher-Jones . Grade 9 Pascal Math Contest: Chris Roscoe, Grade 10 Caley Math Contest:

Nick Payne, Grade 1 1 Fermat Math Contest: Jamie Bergstra. Invitational Math Challenge:

David Hwang. Grade 12 Euclid Math Contest: David Hwang. OAC Descarte Math Contest:

Raymon Lui, Jock Armitage Senior Math Contest: Amr Krontol David Hwang and

Raymond Lui. Senior Computer Science Award: Josh Estacion. Junior Science Award:

Cameron Conn-Grant. Intermediate Science Award: John Omura. J.C. Wheeler Senior

Science Award: David Hwang. Intermediate Economics Award: Chris Barnes. Senior

Economics Award: Amr Kronfol. Junior Geography Award: Jonathan Abraham.

Intermediate Geography Award: Peter Adams. Senior (Geography Award: Patrick Hayes.

OAC (Geography Award: Ken Adams. Intermediate Art Award: Nick Payne. T-Bu Grieve

Senior Art Award: Ken Adams. Agenda Cover Design Prize: Ken Adams.The Wynn

Butterworth Medal: Al Kellett, The Chairman Medal: Jamie Sedgwick, Principal Medal:

Jonathan Abraham. Director of Academics Medal: Cameron Conn-Grant. Founder's Medal:

Jamie Bergstra. The Lieutenant (Jovernor's Medal: Ben Sharma. Governor (leneral

Medal: Amr Krontol. Guild Trophy: Andrew Bryant and Jamie Lint. Marion Mc Dowell

Trophy: Miran Ternamian. (Jeorgian Spirit Award: Philip Blanchctte. J.L.Bradley Award:

Tim Pyper. Robert Bradley Memorial Award: Stuart Hillenbrand. Andrew Drillis Award:

Ben Munger. Maclcnnan Robinson Scolarship: Mike Popielaty. W.P.Gilbride Trophy:

Robert Mellema. Stuart Warren Memorial Award: Scott Sloggetl. The Von Teichman

Award: David Hwang. J.L.Wright Hou.se Trophy: Winchester House. J.L.Wright Medal:

Alastair Kellett.

Jr Prize Day Awards

Grade 3 Award: Gcofl'ry Squibb. (Jrade 4 Award: Peter Miller. Grasley Award: Maithicu

Timmins. (J.D. Hay Award: Owen Williams. .Scott Kovas Award: Ryan Cookson, J.B.K.

(iarstang Prize: Timothy Wong, Mathematics Prize: Justin Ho, French Prize: Morgan

Rubes, St. (ieorge's Society Social Studies Prize: Terence Ho, Science Prize: Thomas

Lockelt. Leigh McCarthy (Jossage Prize: Sandy Norton, John R. Latimer Prize: Thomas

Lockeli. Junior Music Prize: David lldwards. Leiie Taylor Prize: Malthcw Hayles. (iuild

Most Improved Instrumentalist Prize: Michael Wilion. John 1). Allen Prize: limolhy Wong.

Henry ( ii«lhorne Mouse Prize: Canterbury, (iuild Best Instrumentalist Prize: Chris

Remeck, John L. Bradley Prize: Thomas Lockeli, Rothwell Award: Sandy Norton, Junior

(Jeorgian: Fhomas Lockoit

Dave Hare & Mr. Orlando: Dave is receiving th|

Media award

Scott .SIogRelt: Winning the Sluarl Ws
Auanl

. Mci:iro> \ (KolTre) Stiiilhh: W iih ih.

a\v;iRl

Prize Day



Congratulations

to all the

winners

and

proficiency

award

recipients

Mr. Latimer, Ms Miller James Buake & Chris Kelly: winning dranialu

awards.

Right:Alastair

Kellett, Mr.

Hannaf'ord &
Mr.

McMaster:
Posing with

Ihc J.L.

Wright Medal #1



Congratulations

To The Graduating Class

of 1997-1998

From
Peter & Victoria Bamicke

Mary & Richard Beadon

Andrew James Leckie Bryant's Family,

Friends& "neighbours"

David Roffey & Wendy Cook

Tim & Vicky Coristine

George & Cynthia D'Onofrio

Jamie & Bemadette Estacion

Jim & Gracie Hankinson

Jean & Carr Hatch

John, Nancy, Peter & Tux Kellett

Martin Landmann & Ann Cameron

Carol Cowan Levine & Michael A. Levine

Richard & Janet Lint

Omi & Mary Maraj

Stanton & Kathleen Mulvihill

Hugh & Gillian Robinette

Enn & Sirje Saumets

Paul & Maureen Schellekens

Artin & Eky Ternamian

Advertising



Designed to be a step ahead*

North America's oldest manufacturer of precast

interlocking pavers, retaining walls, and erosion control

products, wish all students and graduates

congratulations on a successful year!

287 .Armstrong Ave., Georgetown, Ontario L7G 4X6
Tel. (905) 453-1438 • 1-800-UNlLOCK • Fax (905) 874-3034

www.unilock.com • unilock@aztec-net.com

DONALD R FISKE, B.A., LLB.
BARRISTER AND SOLICITOR

TELEPHONE: (416) 234-2177
TAX: 14161 234-9D39

3300 BLDDR STREET WEST
THE MUTUAL QROUP CENTRE

SUITE 760 - WEST TOWER
ETQBICOKE, ONTARIO

MBX 2XZ

TotversIhTin

Ronald J. Adams
FSA,FCIA
Principal

175 Bloor Street East

South Tower, Suite 1501

Toronto, Ontario M4W 3T6
416 960-2684 Fax: 416 960-2819

Internet: adannsr@towers.coni

Congratulations 1998 Graduates!

MAPLE PARTNERS
FINANCIAL GROUP INC.

|H||THEl[3|Bi0|R^3l,|AlNH |H
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Automation"
ENQINEERINO • SALES • MANUFACTURINQ

JIT Automation Inc.

160Bentley Street

MarKham, ON L3R 3L2

Tel: (905)948-8525

Fax: (905) 948-0555

1-800-268-4296

O (Sam) Oishi, P.Eng.

President - CEO

CHICAGO • TORONTO • DETROIT
(KMRKHAM)

PATERSON. MacDOUGAT.L
Barristers & Solicitors

VRP
Janice E

David G

Christine G.

K. Bruce B.

Gerard

Jeanne E

Bersenas

Blackburn

Boghosian

Carter

Chambers

Chouest

Craig

J Murray

W Brian

Peter M
Peter FM
James R.

Davison Q C

Davve

Jacobsen

Jones

Lane

D. Bruce

Carol E

Alexander K.

Gillian Mar\

James P

Timothy B

Sylvia C:.Y.

MacDougall. Q.C.

McCal!

Scott

Shaw

Thomson

Trembley

Tseng

One Queen Street East

Suite 2100, Box 100

Toronto, Ontario M5C' 2\V5

Telephone: (416) 366-9607

Facsimile: (416)366-3743

TrizecHahn

is proud

to support

Royal St. George's

College

TrizecHahn
CORPORATION
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Best Wishes

Royal St. George's College

Another Successful Year

KERR VAYIME SYSTEMS LTD.
1 Valleywood Drive, Markham. Ontario L3R 5L9 [905] 4"75 61 B1

Serving the broadcast industry since 1981
to create state-of-the-art automation software
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1 Mi Advertising



Best Wishes from Kilcoo Camp for

another successful year

OSLER,
H0S1K1[N &
IHarcourt

Proud to Support

Royal St. George's College
David R. Allgood James E. Fordyce Norman C. Loveland Blake M. Murray

Toronto
PO Box 50

I Firsl Canadian Place

Toronlo, Onlarin M5X IB8

London
20 Lilllc Britain

London EC 1 A 7nH
Bngland

Ottawa
50 O'Connor Slrcct

Suilc 500,

Ollawa. Ontario KIP6L2

Cai-gary

Suite I9(X). Toronto Dominii

313 7th Avenue S W
Calgary. Alberta T2P2ZI

New York
280 Park Avcnue-JOW

New York. New York

USA 10017

Web: www.osler.com

e-mail: counsel@osler.com

Publication: ROYAL ST GEORGES COLLEGE YEARBOOK - THE GEORGIAN
Contact Wendy Rickey

Size: 4 5/8" X 7
"

Prepared by: Gordon Lee

File Name: MARKETING / WIP Folders / Gordon Lee (WIP) / QUARK Workflle/97 01 24 RSGC ad
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BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS

The Partners ofLove & Whalen

Congratulate both

the 1998 Junior School Graduates

and Senior School Graduates

and Wish Them all the Best in the

Future

What thefuture holds for us depends on what
we hold for the future. Hard-working

"todays" make high-winning "tomorrows."

-William E. Holler

Advantex Marketing International Inc.,

Established in 1983, is an innovator in the

development of consumer trial and loyalty

programs. Advantex programs connect the

customers of one entity with the products and

services of multiple entities addir\g value in the

process for the consumer. The company's

customen include a broad range of businesses

throughout North America from financial

iristitutions, daily newspapers, major retailers to

small neighbourhood restaurants.

ADVANTEX

Drivers Licence
Permis de conduire ® Ontario

Oliver's Licence
Piermis de conduire

>1 4-69428-0009

CUHE,
WHITE ^ ^
50 LAtHpiOE AVi EAST a %

TORWire, ON
2S"" M4M i S3

iEXf Ht,-T«iltE

1175

HOOKEfl. A
MCMIGA8IM W
155 y^E^LVfS^
TOUWTD, ON

ri
Wanted

Driver's Licence
Permis de conduire

iriliilHlEllilEMRl^TORITTT
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Place an
ad here.

It can even read like this
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Creating Art

I've just realized something. We. as a

'society, have lost our imagination.

Over the last few weeks I've noticed a

surprising lack of fancy in our lives.

Why, What happened? In the olden

days all it took to fire the imaginations

of a country was a lone hero crossing

the Atlantic in an airplane, a ride on a

roller coaster, or perhaps a good book.

Today however, even when prompted,

our imaginations lie dormant in our

heads like so much unused clay. I

recently asked my little sister, "If you

had no limits, (physical, scientific,

economic, or otherwise) what would

you want to do?" She said that she

wanted to go shopping. Within the

infinite possibilities of life, the universe

and everything, she wanted to do

something she had done just the other

day. I can think of millions of things to

do: horseback riding, flying on the

space shuttle, going under water in a

submarine, flying an F-22 raptor,

having a group of monkeys act out the

battle of Gettysburg, attaching rockets

to the CN tower and launching it at the

state ofKansas, opening a frozen yogurt

stand on the moon, filling the Skydome

with green Jell-0 and jumping in from

a height of about one hundred meters,

putting a 20 X 20 foot billboard of

Pamela Lee ouside my bedroom

window, filling the Skydome with

orange Jell-O and jumping in from a

height of about one hundred meters,....

well you get my point (and I haven't

even gotten to the REALLY weird stuff

yet).

One reason our imaginations have

become so lifeless is because they are no

longer needed. We spend hours sitting

around like inanimate lumps ofclay as we

watch ourtelevision, andour movies. We
no longer need to imagine what color the

spaceship is orhow big the giant monster

happens to be. The special effects

supervisor makes sure that we know

exactly what they look like. As a result

our imaginationshavebecome as lethargic

as we are. In the words of Bart Simpson,

"Damn TV!" It's ruined my
imagination and my ability. ..to. ..ah..."

Without our imaginations we are little

better than androids, machines

attempting to imitate the behavior of

human beings.

Another possible cause of our

continued lack of creative imagination

can be traced to the time in which we

live. Our society has recently become

one composed entirely of busybodies.

We all feel the pressure from our

teachers, bosses, and parents to quickly

finish the latest task so that we can

move on to the next one as if life were

some kind of cosmic race to see who

can do the most work in his/her short

time. Odds are you feel rushed even

while you're reading my essay. This

attitude has percolated into our

everyday lives, when we sit down to a

meal we devour our food as ifsomeone

was going to steal it off our plates.

Why is that? It's because we put a

premium on our time. We spend as

little time as possible doing some things

so we can have more time to do other

things. As a result we have become

almost unable to simply sit down and

enjoy something. For example: I'm

capable of reading a medium-sized

book in about two days. The reason I

don't is because, at that speed, I don't

get to really enjoy the book and

appreciate its themes. Our society has

chosen to read the book in two days

because it means that we can read more

books. Unfortunatley in our rush to

finish we miss the point of reading

altogether.

We. as a generation, have seen more

changes in our lifetimes than took place

during the entire history of the Roman

Empire. To cope with these relentless

reorganizations, both technological and

social, we have learned not to become

attached to anything so that we don't

mind throwing it away when the time

comes. Have our imaginiations gone

the way of the eight track, polyester,

and bell-bottoms? A wise man once

said that imagination is more important

than knowledge, and it's true. With

our knowledge we have done great

things. We have landed men on the

moon, we have mastered the atom, and

we have even begun to probe the

farthest regions of our galaxy. But

without imagination there would be no

beauty orelegance in our lives. Imagine

all the music of the ages silent, imagine

your favorite books as blank pages,

and imagine all the great museums tif

the world quiet and empty. It isn't hard

to invent paint, but it does take a deep

and profound imagination to create art.

By Michen Chen. Grade 12

^?«?i
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